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Abstract
Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) is an inherently complex dry etching process commonly
used in the semiconductor manufacturing industry. This work presents a new modeling approach
to capture global etch rate variation in DRIE by integrating wafer- and feature-scale non-
uniformity models that are grounded on an ion-neutral synergy model for etch rate. Our method
focuses on diffusive transport and local depletion of Fluorine radicals above the wafer surface to
facilitate integration of wafer- and feature-scale models. Our results show that the wafer-level
model achieves a success comparable to that of other wafer-level models previously developed
with an etch rate RMS error percentage between 2.1% and 8.2%. The coupled wafer- and
feature-level model shows that the feature-level etch evolution substantially impacts the wafer-
level Fluorine concentration and thereby modifies the wafer etch rate uniformity. Similarly, the
wafer-level etch rate directly impacts the rate of feature-level etch evolution. The coupled model
is observed to over-predict the feature etch depth by an amount that increases with time and
decreases for larger features, thus suggesting that the over-prediction arises from our assumption
of negligible Fluorine consumption at the feature sidewall. Within-wafer etch depth variation of
high aspect ratio features is also over-predicted, likely due in part to the negligible sidewall
Fluorine consumption assumed. Suggestions to improve all levels of the model are examined.
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1. Introduction
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) is a common dry etching technology used to fabricate integrated
circuits (IC) and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). Its current popularity arises from its
ability to reliably control the degree of etching anisotropy by varying certain process parameters.
Such great advantage is only counteracted by the process's inherent complexity, which makes it
difficult to develop accurate and computationally-feasible models to predict important aspects of
the etched features. As a result, many device manufacturers in industry have opted to employ a
trial-and-error problem-solving approach to address specific issues in RIE and then adhere to a
complex set of design rules to avoid substantial process adjustments.
One important process characteristic in RIE of Si is the feature etch rate, ER. Many process
parameters affecting this property have been identified and studied over the last 20 years.
Unfortunately, not only are etch rate process variations coupled by complex relationships, but
they also show a substantial dependence on the specific tool design used. To make matters even
worse, the etch rate has been widely observed to have a spatial and temporal dependence on the
shape of the etched area, its location on the wafer and the adjacent etched regions.
In this work we propose a model capable of integrating two of the major etch rate effects
arising from wafer-pattern dependencies for a given tool and RIE process. More specifically, the
proposed model aims to capture and couple the global wafer-level etch rate trend and the local
feature-level effects. To do so, we base our approach on the ion-neutral synergy model for etch
rate [1] and propose a new method to describe the spatial and temporal evolution of the variables
in that model by coupling their dynamics at the wafer- and feature-level.
The work begins with a description of the deep Si RIE process in Chapter 2, providing an
overview of the major tool designs and processes. We then proceed to Chapter 3, with a
description of the etch rate non-uniformity issues addressed in this work. Although the main
focus here is on describing the pattern-related effects our proposed model aims to capture, we
also describe other related phenomena that could be incorporated in future works. Furthermore, a
general survey of the current modeling approaches is provided in this chapter.
In Chapter 4 we present our wafer- and feature-level etch rate models. We describe the
derivation of each level separately and include the coupling mechanism between both. Chapter 5
begins with a description of the experimental design requirements we meet to obtain appropriate
data for our wafer-level model calibration. Afterwards, we present the data used to calibrate our
model parameters and test the performance of the model for four different combinations of
parameter assumptions. In Chapter 6 we present a new set of data and use them along with the
findings of Chapter 5 to test both uncoupled wafer- and feature-level models. The final section of
this chapter then tests the coupled wafer- and feature-level model and evaluates the predictive
capability of the integrated model.
After all relevant data and major analysis has been performed, we present in Chapter 7 future
work possibilities to improve our model. Other interesting data gathered from our experiments
providing a suitable source of investigation is also included within this chapter. Finally, a
summary of the key findings and conclusions from our work is presented in Chapter 8.
2. Background on RIE and DRIE Processes
This chapter presents the main concepts and terminology related to DRIE. It gives a broad
overview of the process: it introduces most existing fabrication methods and presents a detailed
description of the specific experimental process used.
2.1. Tool Description
Figure 2.1 shows the cross-section of a tool with an inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
chamber where RIE is performed [2]. The chamber shows seven key components: 1) a metal
chuck at the center onto which the wafer is placed and clamped by either electrostatic forces or
suction; 2) a gas inlet at the top; 3) a vacuum pump at the bottom used to extract etchants and
byproducts and which establishes the chamber pressure; 4) the physical chamber, typically
composed of a metal roof region above the chuck and cylindrical ceramic walls; 5) a radio-
frequency (RF) power source, called platen power, with the chuck as one electrode and the
metallic chamber roof as the other; 6) another independent RF power source, called coil power,
connected to an inductor wrapped around the chamber's wall; and 7) a chamber beneath the
chuck with low temperature He gas used to control the wafer's operating temperature. Two
important observations related to the chamber roof electrode in the platen power source deserve
to be mentioned: first, this electrode is grounded (primarily for safety reasons), and second, its
area is significantly greater than the chuck electrode's area. With this tool design, the process
parameters are type of gas, gas flow rate, chamber pressure, coil power, platen power, total etch
time, and wafer temperature. Other alternative chamber configurations, such as the capacitively
coupled plasma (CCP) chamber, are also possible and detailed descriptions can be found in the
literature [3,4]. However, due to their decoupled particle dissociation and ion acceleration
mechanisms, ICP-based systems allow for better control of etching anisotropy and have become
the most commonly used tools for RIE fabrication processes. Hence, this work will focus
exclusively on ICP-based systems.
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Figure 2.1: Typical RIE tool schematic, adapted from [2].
2.2. Particle Dynamics in RIE
Particle dynamics in RIE can be classified into three major divisions: 1) macro-scale
dynamics, 2) micro-scale neutral-particle dynamics, and 3) micro-scale charged-particle
dynamics. The first of these begins once the wafer is placed correctly within the chamber, and a
precursor gas, such as SF6 , is introduced into the chamber at a controlled rate. As these gas
molecules wander around the chamber and enter into the region within the inductor coil, the
strong magnetic field established by the coil power breaks them apart into electrons, atoms and
molecules with different charged states, creating a plasma region. A detailed description of the
physics behind this dissociation process can be found in the work of Hopwood [5]. Initially when
this happens, the potential within the plasma region, called the plasma potential, remains
unchanged due to charge conservation and both charged and neutral particles coexist in the
plasma. The dynamics of both types of particles becomes radically different after this point, and
we explore them in greater detail in the following paragraphs. Meanwhile, the high-vacuum
pump constantly removes these and other particles from the chamber. In most tools, there are
two possible pump operating modes. The first one corresponds to an open-loop configuration
where the pumping speed and power consumed are fixed. In this configuration, the total amount
of gas molecules pumped out of the system will be determined by the gas pressure at the pump
entrance. The second one employs an automatic pressure controller (APC) feedback system that
removes particles at a variable rate in order to attain some predetermined chamber pressure.
............... ... ....... ................... - - ....  .
Wafer etching occurs between these two events, plasma creation and particle removal, and the
specific etching mechanism depends on the charge that the particles possess.
The second major division refers to individual neutral particle dynamics within the chamber.
Neutral particles in the plasma, consisting of both dissociated and undissociated gas precursor
molecules, are free to move in any direction because they are unaffected by the electro-magnetic
(EM) fields. For these particles, the internal chamber pressure determines key aspects regarding
the dynamic behavior of the particles, including recombination rates and dominant transport
mechanisms. At high chamber pressures, convection currents dominate neutral particle transport
dynamics and recombination is substantial throughout the chamber [5]. Meanwhile, lower
chamber pressures make diffusion or molecular flow the primary transport mechanism and
significantly reduce the recombination rate of unstable particles. The dominating transport
mechanism under the latter conditions depends on whether particles mostly interact with other
particles in the chamber or with the physical boundaries of the system. This can be determined
by comparing the particle mean free path, AMFP, to the system's physical dimesions. For
instance, when inter-molecular interactions dominate because AMFP is much less that the smallest
system dimensions, diffusion properly models transport phenomena. In typical RIE processes,
chamber pressures are set between 10-100 mTorr, which roughly corresponds to a mean-free-
path in the 90-900 im range. Under these conditions, we expect the particles in the plasma to
collide frequently with other particles, making diffusion, and perhaps convection in some
regions, the best way to explain mass transport. However, for particles traveling within the small
etched features in the wafer, particle movement is best described as molecular flow with feature-
wall collisions.
Of particular importance are the neutral radicals created in the plasma, such as neutral
monatomic halogens, that can chemically etch the wafer when entering in contact with exposed
Si surfaces. The radical spontaneous etching mechanism is conceptually simple. As these
radicals move into a feature, a fraction of them will inevitably collide with the Si sidewall or
bottom. Out of those, some might be adsorbed at the feature surface and, under
thermodynamically-favorable conditions, spontaneously react with Si atoms. Others might
bounce off the surface, acquiring a new traveling direction that may or may not lead them
outside the feature. The fact that some radicals entering the feature exit back to the chamber
without etching any of the wafer surface gives rise to the concept of an effective feature transport
probability, KN, which establishes a relationship between neutral particle flux at the top and
bottom of a given feature. An approximation for this probability based on the work of Dushman
[6] will be described in greater detail on Chapter 4 when we describe the radical consumption
mechanism incorporated in our model. Another important type of neutral species in RIE consists
of non-reactive particles, such as some hydrocarbons, capable of depositing on the wafer surface.
After these particles are easily adsorbed at the wafer surface, they typically do not react with the
Si atoms. However, in the case where they do become chemisorbed, instead of forming a gaseous
by-product, the new molecule stays attached to the wafer. Furthermore, since these particles are
capable of depositing onto many different kinds of surfaces, they often agglomerate to produce
amorphous thin films.
The final division describes individual ion dynamics within the chamber for which the
complex electric potential picture must be considered. Right after dissociation occurs in the
plasma, the highly mobile electrons are easily accelerated by the platen power-induced RF
electromagnetic field and many collide with and are transferred to the plasma-restricting
boundary surfaces, which include parts of the chuck, wafer and chamber walls and roof. The
more massive molecular ions, however, collide at a much smaller rate with these boundary
regions due to the lower acceleration they achieve. Because this collision rate difference causes
negative charges to escape faster than positive ones, the plasma potential rises, establishing a DC
bias between the plasma and wafer. Furthermore, since the collision rate difference transfers net
negative charge to all objects near the plasma, the potential of plasma boundary surfaces that are
electrically insulated and other objects completely inside the plasma drops below the plasma
potential to what is called the floating potential. The chamber and chuck are electrodes, and
therefore do not experience this effect, but the wafer can acquire negative charge. Equilibrium is
eventually reached when the higher electron acceleration is counterbalanced by the electric
forces arising from the potential difference between the plasma and its boundary surfaces. This
region where potential drops gradually from the plasma potential to the boundary surface
potential is called the sheath, and the total potential drop across the sheath is called the sheath
potential. The sheath's potential gradient accelerates charged particles, and due to the electric
field orientation, positively charged ones are attracted towards the wafer. Equally important,
however, is the effect of the capacitor placed in series with the platen power source (not shown
in Figure 2.1). This capacitor, whose primary purpose is to maximize power transfer by
impedance matching, causes no net current to flow in a given RF cycle. Since the area of the
chuck electrode is much smaller compared to that of the chamber electrode, the time-averaged
sheath potential at the chuck electrode is increased further while the one at the chamber electrode
is significantly reduced. In all, this description of the sheath potential explains the main charged-
particle dynamics observed: it explains why mostly positive ions are accelerated from the plasma
towards plasma-restricting boundary surfaces and why the ion bombardment is greatest at the
wafer and minimal in the chamber walls and roof.
The charged particles also play an important role on the etching capacity of RIE. With all
etching chemistries, ions bombarding the wafer surface transfer some of their energy during
collisions. If the ion energy is high enough, this may cause physical etching or sputtering. Due to
the complications that mask wearing and redeposition of sputtered material causes, however,
typical RIE processes minimize this etching mechanism by using a platen power that creates a
DC bias below the sputtering threshold. The main ion-related etching mechanism, instead, is
called ion-enhanced chemical etching. Various explanations have been proposed to explain this
effect [7]. One of them states that ions supply energy to other radicals that have already been
adsorbed at the wafer surface but that have failed to produce a gaseous byproduct. Another
possibility is that the incident ions break the Si-Si bonds on the wafer surface, thus creating
additional Si dangling bonds with which the halogen radicals can easily react [7]. The etch rate
stemming from the ion-assisted chemical etching mechanism has been successfully described
using an ion-neutral synergistic model [1]. The model assumes that the Si etch rate, ER, is given
by:
1 1 1 (2.1)
ER vS, kEji'
where v represents the volume of Si removed by each reacting neutral, k represents the volume
of Si removed per ion-energy, S gives the probability that a neutral hitting the Si surface will
react with it, Et gives the ion energy, and J, and Ji correspond to the flux of F neutrals and ions
towards the Si surface being etched, respectively. In addition, some of the molecular ions
themselves can be halogen-containing: and can therefore provide both energy and F atoms to the
feature bottom. Because using these F-containing ions would typically result in simultaneous
neutral radical generation, common processes frequently rely on less-volatile ions, such as Ar*.
2.3. DRIE and the Bosch-Cycle Process
In the modem IC and MEMS manufacturing industry, RIE-based technology used to create
highly-anisotropic deep features is called Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE). At uncontrolled
process temperatures, F radicals spontaneously etch Si at a typical rate of 0.2 pm min-' and
isotropic chemical etching therefore contributes significantly to the overall etch rate [8]. The
same etching effect, however, is about an order of magnitude smaller with Cl radicals under
similar conditions, yielding an isotropic etch rate of 10-30 nm min~1 [9]. Because gas temperature
control is often expensive and impractical for high-volume manufacturing, this etch rate
discrepancy explains why F-containing gas precursors are often preferred to Cl-containing ones
in high-throughput DRIE processes. Since one of the main reasons to study variation is to
increase yield in such processing settings, this work focuses exclusively on F-based chemistries.
Although using a Fluorine-based chemistry in RIE presents huge advantages in processing
time due to spontaneous chemical etching, it also decreases the anisotropy of the features to a
degree that is often unacceptable for DRIE-fabricated structures and devices. To solve this, F-
based DRIE processes require some kind of process modification that minimizes isotropic
etching within the features. In the last three decades, MEMS manufacturers have worked
extensively on this problem and several methods have been devised to overcome it. The two
most common approaches reduce the spontaneous chemical etching in a slightly similar manner
by taking advantage of ion directionality. The first one, named cryogenic DRIE, achieves
anisotropy by reducing the substrate temperature to less than -100 'C [10,11]. Doing so leaves
the radical species without enough energy to form gas byproducts spontaneously. That is, they
are still able to get adsorbed at the feature Si surface and some even form bonds with the
dangling Si bonds, but the resulting molecule's low vapor pressure prevents it from breaking the
remaining Si-Si bonds and minimal etching occurs [10]. Thus, only the visually exposed regions
at the bottom of a feature, where colliding ions provide an additional source of energy, are
etched. This method achieves highly anisotropic results, but so far the high-cost cooling
mechanisms and lower throughput have prevented its widespread use in industry.
The other way to achieve highly-anisotropic features with DRIE is by introducing another gas
species into the chamber, which deposits at the entire feature surface a polymer passivation layer
that is barely etched spontaneously by F radicals. Again, the key for success with this approach is
the fact that the ions created in the plasma are accelerated only towards the bottom of the
features, allowing selective removal of the passivation layer at the bottom of the feature and
extended protection of its sidewall. One related strategy is the use of gas additives, such as 02 or
N2, in a continuous-flow process. The idea is that these gas additives can react with other
molecules within the plasma to form molecules that passivate the regions where they get
deposited. Therefore, this process etches and passivates the features at the same time. However,
the most common passivation strategy in industry today is called time-multiplexed, or Bosch,
DRIE and works by alternating short Si etching and polymer deposition steps every few seconds.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the feature cross-section obtained from this etching process after
each step. Note that given the substantial degree of isotropy during the etching step, the resulting
feature sidewall may exhibit a scalloped profile. Fortunately, careful parameter selection has
experimentally proven to reduce this effect substantially. Also, non-uniform polymer deposition
along the feature sidewall is known to cause various process parameter-dependent sidewall
tapering effects that can ultimately limit the maximum reachable depth of a feature. Throughout
this work, we will neglect such sidewall-related Bosch DRIE issues and assume all our features
have perfectly vertical sidewalls. Furthermore, we will focus on the SF/C 4F8 gas chemistry for








Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Bosch-cycle DRIE process, adapted from [12].
3. Etch Rate Non-Uniformity in DRIE
In the previous chapter we introduced the major etching mechanisms in DRIE. Both
spontaneous and ion-assisted chemical etching can lead to interesting feature effects that are very
sensitive to the process parameters employed. The vast range of recipes and process parameters
prompted early research in this area to focus on optimizing process parameters to achieve
specific feature or etching properties. The main focus of our work, however, is not to
characterize the optimal operating value of a given parameter. Instead, we are interested in
developing a model to characterize etch rate variation for different features throughout the wafer
etched with a given process and using arbitrary mask patterns. Furthermore, we will not explore
the related sidewall profile effects, such as sidewall bowing and tapering, since they are beyond
the scope of this work. In this chapter we present the major etch rate non-uniformity effects
observed in Bosch DRIE using ICP tools that we aim to incorporate in our work, along with the
existing models to describe them. In general, these non-uniformities are classified according to
the dimensional scales at which they occur: feature-level, die-level, and wafer-level.
3.1. Observed Etch Rate Non-Uniformity
There are two main causes for etch rate non-uniformity at the feature scale. The first one is
called the aspect-ratio dependent effect (ARDE) and refers to the observed etch rate decrease as
a function of increasing feature aspect-ratio (AR), or total feature depth over the width of its
critical dimension (CD). This effect is crucial for device designers because it describes the
different etch rate observed for nearby but differently sized features. This effect accounts for the
phenomena where two adjacent trenches of different width and etched with the same process and
at the same wafer location experience different etch rates as a function of time. The second
source of feature-level non-uniformity, closely related to ARDE, comes from the geometry and
size of the different features. The physical argument explaining both effects is that as features get
deeper, mass transport mechanisms limit the amount of radicals that reach the bottom of any
feature. For the usual case where mass transport inside the features operates in the molecular
flow regime, the dominant effect is the extent by which interactions between the sidewall surface
and free radicals prevent the latter from reaching the feature bottom. This could occur, for
instance, if the radicals react with the sidewall or if their path after the collision with the sidewall
directs them back through the feature opening.
At the die-level, the main source of etch rate variation arises from spatially-varying radical
species concentrations due to non-uniform pattern densities, or percentage of open mask area
within a given region. The effect, called pattern loading, produces the trend where etch rate
decreases for increasing regional pattern density. This can be intuitively explained by
considering that higher pattern density regions consume higher amounts of radicals, relative to
low pattern density regions, thus decreasing the local species concentration and etch rate.
Diffusion then works to counteract the particle concentration gradient between areas with
different pattern density and to reestablish the concentration equilibrium. This effect can also
occur at the feature-level when two adjacent features have disproportionately different sizes or
geometries. In this case, the term micro-loading is used to describe how the competition between
features to use the same radicals results in the higher F-consuming feature effectively depleting
the available F, causing the slower F-consuming feature to experience an etch rate decrease.
Although some classify the latter as a feature-level effect, it makes more sense to catalog it as a
die-level effect since it will always depend on the die pattern and feature distribution within the
die and not merely on the single or local feature characteristics.
Finally, it is not hard to imagine chamber- or wafer-level variation in DRIE due to tool-
specific properties, such as vacuum pump location, gas inlet design, spatial variation in the
dissociation rate of precursor gases, and chamber wall material. These specific tool properties
can cause etch rate discrepancies between distinct regions on the wafer, making even a
uniformly-patterned wafer exhibit spatial etch rate variation. For instance, a chamber with
spatially-varying precursor gas flow rates could lead to spatially-varying radical and ion
generation rates in the plasma above the wafer, which may cause discrepancies in the Si etch
rates. Regarding this effect, the literature suggests that indeed the ion density distribution is
radially symmetric and highest near the center of the wafer [5,13]. Another possible source of
chamber-scale non-uniformity arises from asymmetry in the particle extraction mechanism that
may cause complex convection currents or variation in particle concentration at the wafer edges.
Besides the possible tool-related non-uniformity, the overall wafer pattern density has also been
observed to affect wafer-level etch rate trends. More specifically, it has been observed that low
pattern density wafers, p 10%, exhibit higher etch rates in the middle of the wafer, while high
pattern density wafers, p > 20%, show higher etch rates at the wafer edge [14]. The physical
explanation behind this trend is thought to be that the dominant etching mechanism in Equation
(2.1) shifts from being ion-limited to radical-limited as pattern density increases due to the F
depletion induced by open wafer areas.
3.2. Etch Rate Non-Uniformity Models
Although feature-level non-uniformity effects were identified and investigated during the
early development of RIE processes, few successful models were devised until recent years.
Furthermore, many of the ones developed addressed single effects and were often hard, if not
impossible, to couple with other complementary feature-level models. Recently, a complete
feature-level model for time-multiplexed DRIE was successfully developed [15-18]. It
incorporates polymer deposition, polymer etching, spontaneous Si etching and ion-assisted Si
etching rates using the particle dynamics described in Chapter 2 along with empirically
determined information on ion distributions and radical concentrations for the particular tool and
process of interest. The model has been incorporated into Intellisense's RECIPE simulator and is
now commercially available. At the feature-level, the feature profiles predicted, including etch
depths, are reasonably accurate. Unfortunately, the model assumes spatial- and time-invariance
of its parameters and distributions and is therefore incapable of correctly predicting wafer-level
variation without extensive experimental testing. Furthermore, although the product allows
multiple-feature die simulations, it remains to be seen whether micro-loading, and die-level
effects in general, can also be effectively captured with this product.
While feature-level effects are important for individual device performance, die- and wafer-
level models are crucial to improve yield in large-throughput device manufacturing. At the die-
level, pattern density effects were empirically modeled for low aspect ratio etches in the works of
Sun and Abrokwah [13,19]. Their models use the concept of an effective pattern density created
by convolving the actual mask pattern with a spatial filter, and model etch rate for low aspect
ratio features as having an exponential dependence on such effective pattern density. While such
models yield good etch rate predictions, they lack underlying physical arguments that prevent us
from formulating suitable explanations for the captured effects. A more classical modeling
approach for loading effects has been explored by other authors [20,21] using diffusion and
particle conservation arguments. The idea behind this approach is to determine the etch rate
dependency on die patterns by assuming that radicals consumed in the etching locally deplete the
species concentration and establish F concentration gradients. The spatially-varying F
concentrations then evolve according to diffusion-driven particle transport. This model has
proven to be successful in characterizing interaction lengths arising from die pattern
dependencies for low AR features. Unfortunately, the author has been unable to find literature
confirming successful coupling between this model and other feature-level models in order to
obtain good die-level models for higher AR features.
At the wafer-level, relatively few models are available in the literature. Despite the seemingly
little work done in this area, one particular model developed by Taylor [14] shows remarkable
predictive capabilities at both die- and wafer-levels for low aspect ratios. The model uses
expressions for radical generation, recombination and consumption along with experimental
etching data to empirically fit two maps related to ion and radical distributions throughout the
wafer. The model also captures die pattern interactions using the methods developed by Sun et
al. [13]. In all these die- and wafer-level models, the etching is allowed to vary spatially but is
assumed to be time-invariant. This assumption of a fixed steady-state consumption mechanism is
justified in their works due to the low feature aspect ratios used, but becomes invalid for DRIE of
higher AR features. Furthermore, while this model suitably captures spatial etch rate variation, it
does not employ parameters that can be directly integrated with the previously-described feature-
level model.
4. Integrated Wafer- and Feature-Level Etch Rate Model
We base our integrated DRIE etch rate model on the widely-accepted ion-neutral synergistic
etch rate model, which states that the Si etch rate, ER (x, y, t), is given by
1 1 1
= + 1(4.1)
ER (x, y, t) vSJ. (x, y, t) kEiJi (x, y, t)'
where v is a constant representing the volume of Si removed by each reacting neutral, k
represents the volume of Si removed per unit ion-energy, S gives the probability that a neutral
hitting the Si surface will react with it, Ei gives the ion energy, and Jn (x, y, t) and Ji (x, y, t)
correspond to the flux of F neutrals and ions towards the Si surface being etched, respectively.
Note that all of the variables in Equation (4.1) could change for different tools, relevant recipe
alterations, or different wafer patterns and etching times. However, our goal is to predict etch
rate variation for a fixed tool and recipe and therefore we are mostly concerned about the
variables that can change for different patterns and number of Bosch cycles.
Throughout this work we assume that the three variables in Equation (4.1), S, k, and Ei, are
truly scalar values in the sense that they are constant over time and space for a given process and
any wafer pattern and etching time. This assumption is justified because they represent
properties, primarily determined by the energetic state of the particles in the chamber, whose
average is assumed to exhibit no spatial or temporal variation during the entire etching process.
Similarly, for the fixed process parameters typically used in Bosch DRIE, there is no reason to
believe the ion flux towards the wafer should vary with time, or depend on the etching pattern or
time, since the gas precursor dissociation would be exclusively determined by time-invariant,
tool-specific characteristics and process parameters. We do, however, imagine possible spatial
variation in the ion flux towards the wafer arising from tool characteristics and therefore opt to
keep the possibility of spatial variation within this variable. This might be justified, for example,
if the chamber coil or a spatially-varying gas inlet flow produces a spatially non-uniform ion
generation rate in the plasma.
Finally, we expect the F neutral flux towards the exposed Si regions to vary with both space
and time. The experimentally-observed spatial variation of this variable as a function of pattern
loading, tool-specific properties and feature-specific characteristics was mentioned previously in
Chapter 3. Although temporal variation has received much less explicit attention in the past, the
ARDE effects also pointed out in Chapter 3 implicitly demonstrate their presence in DRIE. The
F radical flux distribution towards the exposed Si features is presumed to be the main source of
non-linear variation in DRIE and the model presented in this work attempts to provide a suitable
framework capable of capturing this variation effect.
It is also important to note that the F neutral flux will be proportional to the F partial
pressure, Pn (x, y, t), such that Pn (x, y, t) = p (x, y, t)J (x, y, t). Furthermore, since we assume
that the thermal excitation is time- and space-invariant the average F neutral's momentum,
p (x, y, t), is also constant and satisfies p (x, y, t) = p. We can use all this information to rewrite
Equation (4.1) into the more useful form
1 ft 1 A1 - P -+ = + B(x, y), (4.2)ER (x, y, t) vSPn (x, y, t) kEiji (x, y) P. (x, y, t)
where A is a scalar, Pn (x, y, t) is the F neutral partial pressure, and B(x, y), which is inversely
proportional to the ion flux distribution Ji (x, y), captures the ion-related etching effects.
From Equation (4.2), we see that only three variables are needed in order to predict spatial
variation in etch rate. Two of those, A and B(x, y), are time-invariant and do not vary with
etching pattern or number of Bosch cycles. Thus, we can treat A as a scalar parameter in our
model. Likewise, we can let B be a spatially-varying, but time-independent, parameter
distribution composed of several B (x, y) elements. As explained earlier, however, the radical
partial pressure can show spatial and temporal variation depending on the etched pattern and
number of Bosch cycles. Therefore, we develop a complementary Fluorine Dynamics Model to
account for these sources of variation in order to obtain an accurate etch rate model.
4.1. Fluorine Dynamics Model: Wafer-Level
To account for wafer-level variation, we need to model the F concentration distribution across
different dice in the wafer. In principle, we expect that the radical partial pressure distribution
within the chamber could be modeled accurately using fluid dynamics, the specific RIE tool
design, and particle sources and sinks. This approach, however, yields complex solutions and
suitable dynamic simulations integrating feature- and wafer-level effects are expected to be
computationally intensive. Our proposed model retains the essence of the idealized fluid
mechanics model but simplifies the integration task by recasting the problem in terms of an
electrical network analogue. The approach is based on the assumption that we can treat radical
pressures and net radical flow in a fluid dynamics model, as voltages and currents in our
electrical circuit analogue, respectively. This analogy is not novel; it is closely related to the one
between electrical and pipe-water networks used in elementary courses to teach how electrical
circuits operate. The analogy is supported even further if we consider that both voltage times
current, and flow times pressure, give units of power.
With the variables in our circuit analogue established, we define the electrical components
that describe radical generation, movement, extraction, and consumption in the chamber, based
on the fluid dynamics model. Because regions in the plasma where the gas precursor dissociates
generate radical species (therefore increasing their local partial pressure) they could be modeled
using voltage sources. However, the initial gas precursor comes from the top of the chamber with
a predetermined momentum towards the wafer, and therefore, the generated F radicals are also
expected to retain a downward average momentum. This suggests that the radical-generating
regions in the plasma are better modeled by current sources, where the current corresponds to the
net amount of radicals generated in the chamber moving per unit time towards the wafer.
Furthermore, this description implies that the current values assigned should be a function of the
coil power and gas flow rate used in the process. While we do not analyze different process
parameters in this work, later in Chapter 7 we will describe possible extensions using this
relationship to model and characterize specific process variations.
Current sources in our model therefore represent F radicals generated in the plasma that move
towards the region just above the wafer. The rate at which these radicals are injected is not
dependent on the actual wafer pattern or the total amount of etch cycles and can therefore be
modeled as a time-invariant spatial distribution, I. Without much effort, we can imagine that
variation in the spatial distribution of either the coil-induced magnetic field intensity or the gas
flow rate at the gas inlet would cause spatially-varying F radical generation rates throughout the
chamber. Fortunately, all dry etching tool manufacturers recognize the potential problems that
such non-uniformities might create and have spent much effort to ensure that these possible
variation sources are kept at a minimum. This suggests that we may estimate the current sources
in our model as being spatially uniform and thus we only fit a scalar parameter, I, = I.
Although we work with this assumption throughout the entire thesis, the reader must be
reminded that there could be some spatial variation in the F generation rate not being taken into
account by our model. Furthermore, we neglect radical recombination in the region above the
wafer under the assumption that I, effectively represents the F radicals going to wafer that do not
recombine during their residence time in the chamber.
In order to describe radical movement in the chamber, we need to know the mass transport
mechanisms involved. For the typical operating conditions described in Chapter 2, F radical
mean free path is less than 1 mm. Therefore, inter-molecular collisions are expected to be
significant as F gas particles move between regions above each die in the wafer, suggesting
diffusion as an important particle transport mechanism. Radical movement between adjacent
regions is thus based on Fick's First Law:
J(-) = -D * VC(-) (4.3)
which states that the net gas flux, J, is proportional to the negative of the concentration gradient,
-VC, with the proportionality represented by the diffusivity of the species, D, for the particular
composition of the background gas environment. In terms of our electrical network analogue,
this would correspond to Ohm's Law, which suggests that we can model radical movement as a
fixed conductance, assuming the system is in steady-state. This diffusivity, and its corresponding
conductance, need not be constant throughout the chamber. Two possible causes for this effect
are spatial variation in gas composition and temperature, both of which affect the mean free path
of particles. For modeling purposes, however, we assume F diffusivity to be spatially uniform for
a given process and therefore place a fixed-valued conductance, c, connecting adjacent die
regions in the wafer. Note that this model representation clearly neglects possible convection
currents based on the low chamber pressures utilized.
From the description of the particle extraction mechanism presented in Chapter 2, we know
that there are two possible operation modes for the high-vacuum pumps employed in RIE
systems. For modeling purposes, we assume the pump is operated in a closed-loop APC
feedback configuration that enables it to remove particles at a variable rate in order to establish a
pre-determined chamber pressure. Thus, we treat the vacuum pump as a voltage-controlled
current sink that sustains a fixed gas pressure at the pump entrance. We also approximate the F
radical concentration at the pump entrance as constant throughout the entire etching step,
neglecting the F partial pressure changes at the start and end of each etching step in the time-
multiplexed cycle. This constant F partial pressure approximation simplifies our model at the
expense of introducing additional error related to the ratio between the gas flow ramping times
and the total duration of each etching step in our time-multiplexed process. Furthermore, the F
partial pressure at this location is presumably the lowest within the chamber and we assign,
arbitrarily, its corresponding voltage to be the ground node value.
Even more important than the actual pump is the transport of F radicals from the edge of the
wafer to the pump entrance. Invoking the same arguments as for F transport above the wafer,
where we assumed convection currents to be negligible, the region between each wafer edge and
the pump entrance is treated as a conductance. Furthermore, we imagine that these conductances
might vary spatially depending on tool specific properties such as the physical location of the
pump. Therefore, we introduce a boundary conductance distribution, YB, to capture the spatially-
varying F extraction mechanism from the chamber.
Finally, we incorporate the radical consumption mechanism into the model. For any given die,
the F consumption rate caused by wafer etching will be equivalent to the net F flow towards that
wafer region. Since we also expect this net radical flow to depend linearly on the F partial
pressure above the wafer, our component should behave like a voltage-controlled current source
with linear I-V characteristics. Thus, a standard conductance seems to fit well this description.
Assuming that F consumption in the feature sidewall is negligible, we employ the same
representation as was used in the model of Taylor et al. [14] to construct our wafer conductance.
From our fluid dynamics analogue, the conductance at a small area in the wafer is given by:
Tw (X,7Y) =net flux dA=Spressure(4)
Jn (x,y,z=wafer surface )*P(radical sticking to wafer surface )dA.
pT*Jn(x,y,z=just above wafer)
where Jn represents radical flux, P (-) represents a probability, and 15 is the average radical
momentum. To get the total conductance above a die in the wafer, Ow, we add all the local
conductances within the region in parallel to get:
I Jn (f eature bottom) P (sticking to Si surface) dPA + P(sticking to mask) dA(x.y J (feature top) (i E mask(x,y) E featu res 
(~)Ems 45
= a *KN(X,y,t) + a* dA.(4.5)
(xy) E features (xy) E mask
Thus, the wafer-level portion of our model requires two parameters, a and 8, along with the
feature-level specific KN that will be explained in the next section, to represent the wafer
conductance for an arbitrary die pattern. It is important to state at this point that these two model
parameters, a and fl, which collectively aim to represent the F reaction rate with Si and the
mask, do not take into account the fact that there is a thin polymer layer on the wafer surface at
the beginning of each etch cycle. As a result, they effectively represent an aggregate of the F
reaction rate with the polymer and mask/Si underneath. This could be a potential source of error
if the polymer etching at the beginning of each etch step takes a significant fraction of the total
etch step time. Furthermore, this simplification neglects possible polymer layer thickness non-
uniformity in the mask and feature bottom regions which, as discussed in Chapter 7, might be a
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Figure 4.1: Electric network analogue for the wafer-level Fluorine Dynamics Model.
Our resulting three-dimensional electrical network analogue capturing wafer-level effects is
shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of an array of current sources at the top, representing the
generated etchants coming down to the wafer, and a resistor network that tracks the radical
species dynamics as it moves above the wafer surface and effectively vanishes either by pump
extraction or reaction consumption. Under steady-state conditions (i.e. fixed values for all
current sources and conductances), the node voltages can be determined, and then translated into
the F radical concentration, or partial pressure, corresponding to each die above the wafer.
Clearly, this implies that the solution acquired will remain valid only if no component changes
its value over time. Assuming the process parameters are fixed, we expect the F generation,
consumption, and extraction rates to remain time-independent. However, we have already
presented in Chapter 3 studies showing that as features become deeper and their AR increases,
the F radical transport to the bottom of these features decreases. Thus, the F pressure distribution
obtained by solving the network is only valid for a small time interval and in order to obtain
etch-depth predictions, we need to use the feature-level model presented in the next section to
adjust the F transport probability for each feature properly as a time evolves.
4.2. Fluorine Dynamics Model: Feature-Level
Our feature-level etch rate model is again based on the ion-neutral synergism from Equation
(4.2). The difference in this case is that the F flux in a given region on the wafer surface will now
depend on the topological structure of the region surrounding it. As hinted in Equation (4.5), we
capture this time-evolving effect using a radical transport probability
JN (feature bottom) = P,, (feature bottom)
Jn (feature top) Pn (feature top) '
Equation (4.6) also relates the average F partial pressure above a die in the wafer to the F partial
pressure at the bottom of the feature in terms of a transport probability. Regions covered by the
mask have no depth and therefore their transport probability is simply one, which for our wafer-
level model was equivalent to stating that they have a time-independent conductivity. In regions
within arbitrarily-shaped features, however, KN is very hard to calculate exactly. To find a
reasonable approximation, we use Dushman's ideas about estimating the effective conductance
of tube segments in the molecular flow regime. His idea was to compute the effective
conductance of a tube with arbitrary length using a two-conductance series network [6]. The first
conductance represents the tube's entrance conductance and the second one represents the
conductance of a very long tube. In a similar way, we model the transport probability as
1 1 1 (4.7)
KN PT PB
where PT is the probability that a particle incident on the feature opening will go inside it, and PB
is the probability that a particle entering a very deep feature of arbitrary cross-sectional shape
will be able to reach its bottom. It is straightforward to see that to satisfy mass conservation we
must have PT = 1. The value of PB can be obtained from
I E
p 2AL-- L (4.8)2 AL L
where A is the cross-sectional area of the feature, L is the feature depth, and I is a feature profile-
dependent parameter. Smoluchowski [22] gives the value for the latter in integral form as:
I p2 cos 06 d6 ds (4.9)
SIT
where the variables and regions of integration are shown below on Figure 4.2 for a circular tube.
ds
A A
Figure 4.2: Long tube showing the variables and regions needed to calculate I, adapted from [23].
The integral in Equation (4.9) is not very practical since it requires detailed knowledge of the
feature profile. Fortunately, we can use the convenient alternative derived by Barrett and
Bosanquet [23] which only requires knowledge of the feature cross-section:
1 = pz2 cos 19 d6 ds = ir p2 dz). (4.10)
S I S
2
In Equation (4. 10), the average is taken over all the possible angles of # and the meaning of the
variables is given in Figure 4.3 below.
Figure 4.3: Schematic showing alternative way to calculate I for arbitrary cross-sections, adapted from [231.
The final temporally-evolving value of KN for the different features provides the feature- to
wafer-level model coupling factor. Similarly, the average local pressure distributions obtained
from the wafer-level model (as well as the A and B parameters), provide the wafer- to feature-
level model coupling mechanism. In physical terms, the coupling means that as time evolves and
the features get deeper, the transport probability values change to reflect the local etch rate
changes. In turn, this causes the die conductances to change and alters the wafer-level F partial
pressure distribution.
5. Testing the Wafer-Level Etch Rate Model
In Chapter 4 we described the proposed wafer- and feature-level models to predict the etch
rate distribution in an arbitrarily-patterned wafer at a specified moment in time during the
etching process, and gave a thorough description and derivation of the parameters and
mechanisms they employ. In this chapter we test the wafer-level model's predictive capabilities.
To do so, we calibrate it using experimental data to extract the model parameters. Then, we
compare the predicted and measured etch rate distributions for several wafers etched. Before
doing any of these modeling tasks, however, we give a description of the experimental data used
and the general requirements we meet to obtain such data.
5.1. Experimental Etching Requirements
The first step to calibrate our wafer-level etch rate model is obtaining accurate experimental
etch rate data. In general, the ER for a given process will vary with time and can have a complex
dependence on the wafer pattern and particular feature being etched. This is problematic because
we need to get accurate etch rate estimates given only the total etch depth measurements of
features fabricated with some specified etching time. Furthermore, we need to do so for a wide
range of overall pattern densities in order to extract parameters that can predict ER for wafers
composed of arbitrarily-patterned dice. From Equation (4.2) we see that one way to achieve this
would be to know precisely the temporal evolution, within the timeframe of our experimental
etch, of the F radical flux to all wafer regions, including the bottom of the features. Under
arbitrary conditions, this task is simply unfeasible: there are too many coupled phenomena
happening simultaneously and it is likely we would not be able to decouple them properly.
However, in some special circumstances some of these effects can be well approximated by
simple expressions that make such decoupling possible.
Ideally, we would like to find etching conditions where the ER is constant over time so that it
can be estimated by
ER = ED (5.1)
ET
where ED and ET are total feature etch depth and total etching time, respectively. From Equation
(4.5), we see that this will be true if two constraints are satisfied. The first one is that the
transport probability of neutrals to the wafer surface of any feature remains constant and
spatially-invariant, or
V (xO,yo) : KN (x, YO, t) = C, (5.2)
within the timeframe of our etching process. The second constraint requires that the F partial
pressure distribution above the wafer does not change with time so that P, (x, y, t) = P& (x, y)
throughout our entire etching process. If these two conditions are strictly satisfied, then we can
see that
V x, y: dER(x,y,t) = 0 (5.3)
and our ER could be easily determined from the ED and ET.
Unfortunately, these two constraints are impossible to satisfy in a strict fashion. Therefore, we
seek experimental etching processes where we can say that these two conditions are
approximately satisfied, so that:
V x, y: yER (x, y, t) ~ 0. (5.4)
In terms of the transport probability, it has been observed [1,24] that KN remains roughly
constant, and close to unity, for all features with AR «1, which implies that our experiments
must produce shallow etch depths in comparison with the size of the features. There are, of
course, some second order effects on KN near the feature edges even for such low AR, but we
will neglect them in this work.
To enforce the second condition, we must reach a steady state situation where the net volume
of F radicals consumed per unit time through reactions with the wafer is roughly constant.
Initially in the etching, these radicals can only react with the two-dimensional wafer region
comprising the mask and Si open areas. However, as the etching begins and the features start
developing a three-dimensional profile, their sidewalls also emerge as viable surface areas with
which these radicals can react. Note that to satisfy the first condition we already require very low
AR, which means that the F neutral flux towards these sidewall areas will be roughly the same as
that to the mask or the bottom of any other feature. Presumably the F spontaneous etch rate of
the polymer deposited at the sidewall is slower than that of Si; we call this F etch rate selectivity
between polymer and Si, y. The required condition is then that the total F consumption rate at the
sidewall surface be small in comparison to the overall F consumption rate throughout the die:
ayA sw << 1 (5.5)
a(A+fiAm+yAsw)
where a corresponds to the effective reaction rate between F radicals and Si, f# is the F etching
selectivity between mask and Si, and As, Af, and Am represent the total sidewall, feature
bottom, and mask surface areas in a given die, respectively.
Another related issue might arise if
d y As) (5.6)
dt A +fAm + yAs,
does not increase uniformly across all regions in a wafer. Such spatial non-uniformity in the rate
of change of the percentage of sidewall F consumption can make the differential F partial
pressure at adjacent dice to vary with time, thus establishing complex time-dependent P
distributions, resembling loading effects, which may inhibit the system from reaching a steady-
state. Assuming perfectly vertical profiles, the overall sidewall surface area could be
approximated to be the product of the ED and the sum of all the feature perimeters in a die. This
implies that we would like this product to be roughly constant for all dice in a wafer. Since total
perimeter is determined by the mask pattern and we expect the spatial variation of etch depths for
equal dice in a wafer to be reasonably small, a good way to keep spatial uniformity in the rate of
change in percentage of sidewall F consumption would therefore be to have the same die
uniformly repeated throughout a wafer.
5.2. Experimental Etching: Fabrication and Measurement
5.2.1. Details and implications of the experimental design
In the preceding section we determined that the etching experiments for model calibration
need to result in shallow etch depths and that each wafer needs to be uniformly patterned with a
single die. Fortunately, the data used in the previous experiments of Taylor et al. were available,
and since those experiments were performed for a similar purpose they met our required criteria
adequately. The experimental data used to test our etch rate model were thus a subset of those
originally used to test that wafer-level model. They came from five uniformly-patterned wafers
etched on one of MIT's STS tools with a chamber design shown in Figure 5.1. The test structures
consisted of circular 200 pm-diameter features arranged into a 16 mm-pitch grid. The patterns
used for each wafer had uniform pattern densities of 1%, 5%, 20%, 70% and 95%, and the
particular densities were created by placing circular features of various diameters on a 4 mm-
pitch grid. A more detailed description, with illustrations, is available from [14]. The etch recipe
for this set of experiments is called MIT69A, and the relevant Bosch process parameters are
shown in Appendix A. 1. The process was run for a total of 48 cycles on each wafer. Afterwards,
the 10 pm-thick photoresist mask was stripped and the profile depths were measured with a
Veeco Wyko white light interferometer.
gas inlet





Figure 5.1: Chamber design (top-view) of MIT's STS tool, adapted from [141. All dimensions in mm.
Besides enabling good etch rate estimates due to the low AR and minimal die-to-die variation
in sidewall surface area, the conditions employed in these experiments also allow other
simplifications to our ER model. Namely, the low AR of the features simplifies the wafer
conductance expression given in Equation (4.5) by enabling us to approximate the transport
probability to be one. Furthermore, using uniformly-patterned wafers allows us to modify the
wafer conductance expression into:
zw(p) = a(p + fl(1 - p)) * Adie (5.7)
where p is the percentage of open area in a wafer region (die), Adie is the total die area, a is a
constant representing the reaction rate between Si and F, and # represents the F etching
selectivity between SiO 2 and Si. Assuming the die dimensions are known and that the pattern
density is known and constant throughout a single wafer, Equation (5.7) then gives us the wafer
conductances for an arbitrary pattern density in terms of two constant values a and p.
Furthermore, these two values are not expected to be pattern density-dependent and therefore
their fitted values can be used to determine Uw (p) for an arbitraryp.
The other point worthy of our attention relates to the actual current values used in our circuit
analogue. For our analogy to yield physically reasonable values, we need to set the
correspondence between the units of both fluid and electrical models adequately. However, in
our Fluorine Dynamics Model we are not interested in the actual value of the variables
themselves. Instead, we are merely interested in capturing radical dynamics properly with Ohm's
Law. As a result, we have the flexibility to set the scalar current source values, Is, to 1 A and still
manage to get the appropriate voltage node values for our etch rate prediction by fitting
parameters to obtain the appropriate conductances. Throughout this work, we take advantage of
this additional degree of freedom and use it to effectively eliminate the fitting procedure for Is.
5.2.2. Description of the experimental data
Before beginning our modeling discussion, it is worthwhile to describe the actual data
gathered from these experiments and the major wafer-level trends observed. Figure 5.2 shows
the complete-wafer measured etch rate data and Figure 5.3 shows the same data along the middle
dice row on the wafers.
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Figure 5.2: Complete-wafer etch rate data for 1%, 5%, 20%, 70%, and 95% pattern density wafers.
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Figure 5.3: Etch rate data showing spatial trend along the middle region in the wafers.
Figure 5.2 shows the major global wafer-level trend mentioned in Chapter 3. Namely, the low
pattern density wafers show a center-high etch rate distribution, while the high pattern density
wafers exhibit an edge-high etch rate distribution. As explained earlier, the currently accepted
argument to explain this is that etch rates are ion-limited for low global pattern densities and
radical-limited for higher global pattern densities. Perhaps less evident in Figure 5.2 and only
slightly more visible in Figure 5.3 is the actual within-wafer variation. In Table 5.1 below we
present some statistical information regarding etch rate variation on a stripe along the wafer
middle region for all five wafer patterns. As we can see, the within-wafer ER range is extremely
high for the high density patterns and has a minimum just below the 20% pattern density mark.
This wafer-level phenomenon is not entirely evident from the data presented in the two figures
above and has received little attention in previous studies. Nonetheless, it consistent with the
arguments used to explain the major wafer-level trend. In particular, for these arguments we
expect the F radical flow in the region above the wafer to have a significantly higher impact on
the overall etch rate trend for higher global pattern density wafers. Therefore, it is reasonable to
think that the radially-outward flow of F as it moves from wafer center to edge might be the main
cause behind this phenomenon.
1% PD 5% PD 20% PD 70% PD 95% PD
ER range along wafer middle stripe (nm/s) 4.527 3.239 1.778 7.252 9.753
Average ER along wafer middle stripe (nm/s) 75.02 65.03 47.59 22.37 17.04
ER range as a percentage of average ER 6.03% 4.98% 3.74% 32.42% 57.25%
Table 5.1: Variation along wafer middle stripe regions for different global pattern densities.
5.3. Parameter Extraction: Methods, Results and Discussion
We now proceed to describe the method to extract the model parameters for a fixed process
and tool using the etch rate data from the uniformly-patterned wafers described in Section 5.2.
Even though we only have seven different types of parameters, three of them are spatial
distributions, and therefore increase the effective number of total parameters to a much larger
amount. Thus, a direct full-parameter optimization is time-prohibitive, and the parameter
extraction procedure is divided into two segments: a preliminary rough extraction and a final-
value fine tuning.
5.3.1. Rough extraction: spatially-uniform boundary conductances, ion fluxes, and neutralfluxes
In the preliminary rough extraction, we assume that both F radical generation and ion flux
towards the wafer are uniformly distributed in space. This implies that all the current sources in
our model have the same values,Is (x, y) = Is = 1, and that the B parameter is a spatially
invariant scalar B (x, y) = B. Furthermore, we also assume that all the boundary conductances
are equal to one another: UB (X, y) = dB. The other four parameters (oc, A, a, and pi) are already
presumed to be scalar constants. The optimized values for each of these six parameters (recall
from the discussion is Section 5.2 that we have already fixed the value of our current sources) are
obtained through a full optimization with a large range of possible values. For each possible
combination of parameter values, all component values in the network of the F model are
determined from Is, oc, jB, a, /, and the pattern density and die size information. The network
described by the F model is solved and the node values, representing the P distribution, are then
employed in Equation (4.2), together with the values of A and B, to determine the spatial etch
rate distribution. The error metric used to determine the fitting effectiveness of a given set of
parameter values to the data from a given wafer is the root-mean-square (RMS) of the etch rate
percentage error, or PERMS. This means that we compute the RMS value, over the whole wafer,
of the etch rate error divided by the experimentally measured etch rate. This metric is used
instead of the RMS value of the absolute etch rate error because it gives a higher weight to the
absolute error occurring in slowly etching regions (such as those with a higher pattern density).
Note that this optimization loop is carried out individually for each of the five wafers with
different pattern densities, and therefore the overall metric used to determine the fitting
effectiveness of a given set of parameters is the sum of the PERus obtained for each different
wafer using that specific parameter combination, or:
5
Error Metric = PERMu (waferi). (5.8)
i=1
The preliminary extracted values for the experiments described in Section 5.2 are shown in Table
5.2, and in Table 5.3 we show the wafer conductance values corresponding to each wafer, which
are calculated using Equation (5.7). We see that the extracted value for 8 (0.02) matches the
Fluorine SiO 2:Si etching selectivity (1:50) just as the model in Taylor's paper suggests [14]. The
complete-wafer ER predictions corresponding to these fitted parameters are shown in Figure 5.4.
a * Af (S) # A (V s/nm) oc (S) jB (S) P (s/nm) Ts (A)
0.0260 0.0200 21.92 0.00917 0.00281 0.1088 1
Table 5.2: Optimal parameters obtained from rough extraction.
Pattern density, p 1% 5% 20% 70% 95%
Wafer conductance, dw (S) 0.00077 0.00179 0.00562 0.01836 0.02473
Table 5.3: Wafer conductances of test wafers using the optimal parameters from the rough extraction.
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Figure 5.4: ER predictions for the fitted parameters in Table 5.2.
In Figure 5.4 we see the global wafer pattern density trend appearing in the data, where for
low pattern density wafers etch rate is center high and for the high pattern density ones it is edge
high. To evaluate within-wafer spatial variation trends, we present in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4
the predicted and measured ER values along the middle section of the wafer and statistical
information regarding the ER range and average in the same wafer region, respectively.
Observing Figure 5.5 we can qualitatively tell that the predicted values retain the main curvature
trends. When we examine Table 5.4 in closer detail we can see that the ER range is much higher
in high pattern density wafers. We can explain this phenomena using our model: for the high
pattern density wafers the etch rate is radical-limited and as global pattern density increases,
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show that the wafer conductance increases relative to the boundary
conductances. As a result, radicals near the edge of highly-loaded wafers effectively see a greater
path of resistance when moving to the pump relative to the one representing consumption at the
wafer surface.
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Figure 5.5: ER prediction for middle regions of the wafers for the parameters in Table 5.2.
1% PD 5% PD 20% PD 70% PD 95% PD
ER range along wafer middle stripe (nm/s) 2.481 1.424 3.262 6.319 6.001
Average ER along wafer middle stripe (nm/s) 74.35 65.67 45.09 21.66 17.18
ER range as a percentage of average ER 3.34% 2.17% 7.24% 29.17% 34.92%
Table 5.4: Variation along wafer middle stripe regions for the ER predictions in Figure 5.5.
To complete our examination of the within-wafer spatial ER trend, we show in Figure 5.6 the
spatial distribution of ER error between predictions and measurements. In that series of
illustrations we can see that the error between predicted and measured ER data shows a left-to-
right gradual decrease in the prediction error estimates. Under the assumptions used for this
parameter fitting procedure, where we use a scalar value for each parameter, we have forced the
prediction to be radially symmetric, as observed in Figure 5.4. Thus, the left-to-right gradual
decrease in ER error suggests that the actual etch rates exhibit radial asymmetry. In particular, for
the 1%, 5% and 20% pattern density wafers, our model predicts a "cold spot," or region of
lower-than-measured ER, that is shifted a bit to the right of the wafer center. Likewise, for the
higher pattern density wafers our model predicts a "hot spot," or region with higher-than-
measured ER, shifted a bit to the left from the wafer center. This can also be observed from
Figure 5.5 by noting that the critical point near the wafer center (center maxima for 1% and 5%
pattern-density wafers, and center minima for the 20%, 70% and 95% pattern-density wafers) is
not constant but shifts to the left as pattern density increases. It seems unlikely that we can
explain these trends by only adopting a spatially-varying boundary conductance distribution and
keeping uniform ion and radical density distributions. If this alone could explain the trend, we
would expect to see a much more uniform ER error distribution for the low global pattern
densities, where the etching is ion-limited, and a much more marked ER error for the high global
pattern densities where etching is radical-limited. Instead, the observed shifts in the location of
"cold spot" and "hot spot" regions suggest that the cause of the prediction error must include, to
some non-negligible extent, non-uniformity in at least one of the ion or neutral flux distributions.
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Figure 5.6: ER error of different test wafers for parameters presented in Table 5.2. In the figures, positive
error values correspond to ER predictions being higher than the ER data.
After concluding the rough extraction procedure, we have seven parameter values: B, Is, B,
0c, A, a, and p. Note, however, that we expect B and cB to represent physical quantities that vary
spatially while so far we have only estimated them by spatially-invariant scalar values. Thus, the
purpose of the next step, the fine-tuning, is to find the best-fitting spatial distributions B and aB.
Presumably I, could also be a spatial distribution but, as explained earlier, we treat it as a
constant with a value of one. Once again, the error metric we use is the sum of the PERMS for
each of the wafers used in the extraction, which is given in Equation (5.8). Since we are
interested in having a relatively large number of regions in the wafer, doing a full optimization
(i.e. testing each possible combination) would require too much time on a common computer.
Instead, our approach is to fit each of the spatially-varying B and as distributions using
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sequential, but separate, optimization loops and refitting the values for the scalar parameters after
each of these. We perform several iterations of this entire sequence until the total error metric
from Equation (5.8) for subsequent iterations converges to within 0.0001. This convergence
"tolerance" of 0.0001 was chosen arbitrarily, but should be small enough to give accurate
estimates considering that the overall error metric for the parameters from the rough extraction
yields an error metric of 0.2789.
5.3.2. Fine-tuning: fitting spatially-varying ar and uniform B distribution
We start by optimizing a single distribution, aB, and keeping all other parameters as scalars.
The method begins optimizing each aB (x, y) on a sequential loop for six iterations. Then, the
other six scalar parameters are re-fitted using a full optimization loop similar to the one
employed for the rough extraction procedure. These two optimization steps are repeated until the
error metric converges to within 0.0001.Table 5.5, Table 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the extracted
scalar parameters after fitting the boundary conductance distribution, the resulting wafer
conductances for each of the test wafers, and the extracted GB distribution, respectively. In
Figure 5.8 we also show the predicted spatial ER distribution.
a * Af (S) # A (V s/nm) cc (S) P (s/nm) [s (A)
0.0268 0.008 20.70 0.00885 0.1164 1
Table 5.5: Optimal scalar parameters obtained after fitting the oB distribution.
Pattern density, p 1% 5% 20% 70% 95%
Wafer conductance, Uw (S) 0.0005 0.0015 0.0055 0.0188 0.0255
Table 5.6: Wafer conductances of test wafers for the optimal parameters in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Optimized o-B distribution, in units of S.
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Figure 5.8: ER predictions for the fitted parameters in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7.
We can see from Figure 5.8 that the predicted ER still captures the major wafer-level trend
and is now radially asymmetric. However, the fitted boundary conductance distribution, shown
above in Figure 5.7, gives unexpected results that are physically inconsistent with the theory
behind our model. Relying on a diffusion-based F transport model, we would expect to obtain a
oB distribution around the circumference of our wafer that reflects the ease of F radicals to move
from the wafer edge to the pump. Given that the extraction pump for our tool is located opposite
to the wafer flats (refer to Figure 5.1), we expect the boundary conductances at the top edge of
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our wafers to have higher values because they are closer to the pump. This trend is not captured
in Figure 5.7. Furthermore, the highly random nature of the boundary conductances in some
regions raises serious questions regarding the effect being captured by this fitted UB distribution.
This might be partly explained by ER abnormalities on the edge of the wafer, or it might reflect
that the boundary conductances are capturing variation caused by variables we have not
considered. A closer view of the measured ER data, shown below in Figure 5.9, seems to indicate
that ER irregularities near some regions of the wafer edge could be the main cause for this effect.
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Figure 5.9: Closer look at the random ER pattern along the wafer edges.
Figure 5.10 shows the ER predictions along the middle diameter of the wafer resulting from
the fitted model parameters presented in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7. From this plot we can see that
the boundary conductance distribution helps predict the observed radial asymmetry in the ER
distribution and that the ER predicted at the edge of the wafers results in a better fit to the data.
As a result, it is not surprising that the per-wafer RMS error from our predicted ER decreases for
this set of parameters, as shown in Figure 5.11. However, we can also see from Figure 5.11 that
the majority of the ER prediction error spatial trend remains the same as the one shown in Figure
5.6 for the parameters after the rough extraction. Thus, the fitted distribution is likely not the
main source of error in the model. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the prediction
improvement given by the fitted distribution is due to the physical phenomena it intends to
capture or it is decreasing the error through another unknown mechanism. For instance, if the F
. ..........
generation in the plasma did have some spatial variation and our current sources should in fact be
fitted as a distribution instead of a scalar value, the fitted boundary conductance distribution
might be capturing some portion of this effect.
Wafer Center Etch Rate Predictions after Fitting as
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Figure 5.10: ER predictions in middle regions of wafers for parameters in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.11: ER error of different test wafers for parameters presented in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7. In the
figures, positive error values correspond to ER predictions being higher than the ER data.
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5.3.3. Fine-tuning: fitting spatially-varying boundary conductance and ion flux distributions
This fine-tuning extraction scheme begins by iteratively optimizing each of the boundary
conductances. It then recalculates the optimal values of the scalar parameters (oc, A, a, and pi)
using the boundary conductance distribution obtained in the previous step. Afterwards it
sequentially optimizes each ion flux parameter, for each spatial grid location above the wafer.
This three-step optimization loop is iterated until the error metric at the beginning and end of the
loop has converged to within 0.0001. Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the extracted scalar
parameter values. In Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 we show the extracted distributions for
B and oB., respectively. Then in Figure 5.14 we present the predicted ER distribution.
Table 5.7: Optimal scalar parameters fitting both B and og distributions.
Pattern density, p 1% 5% 20% 70%
Wafer conductance, jw (S) 0.00077 0.0018 0.0056 0.0184
Table 5.8: Wafer conductances of test wafers for the optimal parameters in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.12: Fitted B distribution, in units of s/nm.
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Figure 5.14: ER predictions for the fitted parameters in Table 5.7, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13.
Again, the ER predictions, shown in Figure 5.14, capture the major wafer-level trends.
Although the a-B distribution is still questionable for the reasons highlighted before, the extracted
B distribution has a spatially smooth appearance. This is consistent with the physical
environment within the chamber, but does not precisely match our expectations since the center
of the B distribution is not aligned with the center-high ER location in the two lowest pattern
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observe that the fit has improved substantially. To quantify this improvement we show in Figure
5.16 the ER prediction error distribution and statistics. This last figure shows a substantial
improvement in the predicted error for the 1% and 20% pattern density wafers, and almost no
change for the 70% and 95% pattern density ones. This trend is consistent with having ion-
limited ER for low pattern-density wafers, but does not explain why the ER RMS error in the 5%
pattern-density wafer actually increased. Experimental data aberrations seem unlikely since we
saw in Section 5.2 that the two lowest pattern-density wafers had a center-high ER and the
maxima in both was located at about the same wafer region. Observing more carefully the data
presented in Section 5.2, we do see that the maxima in the 5% pattern density wafer is located a
bit closer to the edge. Therefore, one possible cause for this discrepancy would be that the fitted
aB distribution, whose fitted values mostly depend on the 70% and 95% pattern density wafers,
is affecting the posterior fit of the B distribution. To test this hypothesis, we perform a final fine
tuning fitting procedure assuming a uniform boundary conductance distribution but a spatially-
varying B distribution. If the hypothesis is true, then by doing this we should obtain good fits for
both the 1% and 5% pattern density wafers. In addition, we should observe an RMS error for the
70% and 95% wafers similar to the ones seen after the rough extraction procedure.
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Figure 5.15: ER predictions in middle region of wafers for parameters
in Table 5.7, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.16: ER prediction error of different wafers for parameters presented in Table 5.7, Figure 5.12 and
Figure 5.13. In the figures, positive error values correspond to ER predictions being higher than the ER data.
5.3.4. Fine-tuning: spatially-varying B distribution, unform 3B distribution.
Our final fitting procedure in this chapter follows the same structure as the one in Section
5.3.2 where we fitted a spatially-varying boundary conductance distribution while assuming a
uniform ion flux distribution. This time however, we sequentially fit successive elements in the
ion flux distribution and let 3 B be spatially uniform. The optimal parameters are shown in Table
5.9 and Figure 5.17. The predicted ER and ER error for this new fitting are also shown in Figure
5.18 and Figure 5.19, respectively.




Figure 5.17: Fitted B distribution assuming uniform Ua distribution, in units of s/nm.
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Figure 5.18: ER predictions for parameters in Table
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Figure 5.19: ER prediction error of different wafers for parameters presented in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.17.
In the figures, positive error values correspond to ER predictions being higher than the ER data.
As we can see in Figure 5.17, the ion density map extracted is still spatially smooth and now
corresponds more closely with the measured ER spatial distribution. As expected by now, Figure
5.18 shows the major wafer-level trends being captured by the predictions. Most importantly, we
can see in Figure 5.19 that the RMS ER error in the 1%, 5%, and 20% pattern density wafers has
been significantly reduced relative to the errors seen in Figure 5.6. This result suggests that the
previously-fitted qB distribution is largely responsible for the discrepancy in the ER prediction
error observed in Section 5.3.3.
5.4. Summary of Modeling Approach
In the last section we tested our wafer-level model under several assumptions regarding the B
and aB parameters. More specifically, we assumed these two parameters could be either
uniformly-distributed or spatially-varying, and fitted the complete set of model parameters for
each of the four possible combinations. The results show that fitting both parameters as spatially-
varying distributions yields the smallest overall RMS error. However, under these assumptions
both the per-wafer RMS error vs. wafer pattern density trend and the fitted distributions for B
and cB are inconsistent with the possible physical explanations for the RMS error improvement.
We also find that although using a uniform 3 B together with a spatially-varying B distribution
yields slightly worse prediction error than in the previous case, the error trend and the fitted
parameters are consistent with the physical expectations. This suggests that spatially-varying
boundary flow conductances YB are not a dominant source of within-wafer non-uniformity, but
rather that spatial ion density variation can better explain such observed variation. We conclude
that out of the possible set of parameter assumptions explored, fitting a uniform dBand a
spatially-varying B gives the best and physically-valid set of parameter assumptions.
6. Testing the Coupled Wafer- and Feature-Level ER Model
We previously described a model capable of predicting wafer-level ER spatial variation and
tested it for low AR features and arbitrarily-patterned wafers. Since high AR features are also
key components of many IC and MEMS devices, we would now like to investigate the validity
of our ER model predictions for these features as well. In this chapter we first describe the details
of our experimental procedure. Then we proceed to test our wafer- and feature-level models
without coupling and compare their respective predictions with the experimental data. In the
final section we test the coupled wafer- and feature-level etch rate model predictions and
compare them to the data and uncoupled model predictions.
6.1. Experimental Work
For high AR experiments we designed a different mask set to pattern our wafers. The mask
consists of four 10 mm by 10 mm quadrants, each used as a separate die. For our experiments we
used the two dice containing rectangular and circular features with critical dimensions of 20 ptm,
50 pm, 100 pm, and 200 pm. Features within each of these dice are located in one of the nine 2
mm x 2 mm active areas, uniformly arranged in a 3 by 3 array with a 3mm pitch. Each active
area square in a given row of that array has a fixed pattern density of 10%, 40%, or 80%. The
overall die pattern density is determined by a region surrounding the active areas which is
patterned with a uniformly-spaced array of square dummy features. In one of the dice, called the
low density (LD) die, the dummy features have increasing pattern density from left to right that
goes from 0.1% to 4%, with minimum critical dimension of 7.9 pm, and overall die pattern
density of 17.32%. The other die, called the high density (HD) die, has dummy features with left-
to-right increasing pattern density between 50% and 95%, minimum critical dimension of 18.3
pim, and overall die pattern density of 67.58%. A more detailed description of the mask pattern is
available in Appendix B.
The processing steps for these etching experiments were run at Sandia National Laboratories
on a Plasmaquest RIE tool with a three-step Bosch cycle using the Rhino process with
parameters shown in Appendix A. The actual spacing between dice in the wafer was 1 mm,
which effectively reduces the overall pattern density of the LD and HD dice to 14.6% and
56.8%, respectively. We used a 2 pm-thick SiO 2 hard mask to create six different patterns on 6"
wafers using the LD and HD dice, as shown in Figure 6.1, and etched each pattern for 25, 60,
160 and 400 cycles (each cycle is 6 seconds long). The first four wafer patterns are spatially
periodic, while the last two have a three-dice thick stripe of one dice in the center region and the
rest of the wafer is patterned with the other die. After the etching step, an ashing step was used to
remove the mask. The wafers were then sent to MIT, where a Veeco Wyko white-light
interferometer was used to measure the etch depth of different features.
Spatially Periodic Wafer Patterns
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Figure 6.1: Wafer patterns used for experimental etching in Chapter 6.
6.2. Wafer-Level ER Data and Modeling
The wafer-level experimental etch rate data, shown in Figure 6.2, was obtained from the four
wafers with spatially-periodic patterns etched for 25 cycles. The ER data was computed by
dividing the average measured depth of the nine 200 pm trenches in each die by the total etching
time. In Figure 6.3 we show a more detailed (autoranged) view of the wafer-level variation
observed on each die. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the expected center-high ER trend for the
3.6% global pattern density wafer and edge-high ER trend for the higher, 25.1%, 46.2% and
56.8%, global pattern density wafers.
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Figure 6.3: Closer view of wafer spatial variation in the etch rate data.
To compare across-wafer variation in a more quantitative fashion, we compute in Table 6.1
the ER average and standard deviation for the different types of dice on each wafer, as well as for
the overall wafer ER values. For wafers with the edge-high ER trend, we can see in Table 6.1 that
the ER standard deviation, 0 ER' for each particular type of die seems to increase as pattern density
increases, although the amount of data obtained is insufficient to fully confirm this trend.
Furthermore, the R seems to be very high for the 3.6% pattern density wafer with a center-high








pattern density wafers exhibit radical-limited ER, this effect could be explained by a large spatial
variation in the ion density distribution. Unfortunately, the deepest features measured in the 3.6%
pattern density wafer are about 23 pm deep and, as shown in Figure 6.4, they have already begun
to experience AR effects. Given that the dummy pattern region in this wafer has features with
critical dimensions lower than 20 pm (7.9 pm, 12.5 pm and 17.7 pm, see Appendix B), and that
some of the features in the active area regions have critical dimensions of 20 pm, it is
questionable whether the high 0 ER might by caused by die-average F concentration variation due
to ARDE. Nevertheless, we will assume for modeling purposes that AR effects on the average
die F concentration are negligible for these 25 cycle-etched wafers so that the average F
concentration distribution throughout these first 25 etching cycles remained time-invariant.
3.6% PD 25.1% PD 46.2% PD 56.8% PD
(ER) (nm/s): LD die 144.9 112.8 80.8 N/A
(ER) (nm/s): HD die N/A 106.1 75.0 67.9
(ER) (nm/s): whole wafer 144.9 111.1 76.5 67.9
,ER (nm/s): LD die 13.34 1.33 3.22 N/A
aER (nm/s): HD die N/A 1.21 3.99 4.26
rR (nm/): whole wafer 13.34 3.22 4.55 4.26
Table 6.1: Across-wafer etch rate average and standard deviation for individual die type and whole wafers.
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Figure 6.4: Profile depth measurements of trenches showing ARDE on the lowest pattern density wafer taken
from a wafer-center die. Trenches in the 0-500 s~m region have a 20 sim critical dimension while those on the
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With this data we then calibrate our wafer-level etch rate model for this new tool using the
procedures described in Chapter 5 and the etch rate data described above. The first step is to
perform the rough extraction procedure, fitting all parameters as scalar values. Table 6.2 and
Table 6.3 show the scalar parameters extracted after this fit and the corresponding wafer
conductance values for each wafer die, respectively. Note that the wafer conductances in Table
6.3 are not fitted directly; they are calculated from the fitted values of a and # using Equation
(5.7). Figure 6.5 presents the complete-wafer etch rate predictions arising from the extracted
parameters in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Scalar parameters obtained from the rough extraction fitting.
'
5w for LD die (p = 14.6%) 5w for HD die (p = 56.8%) 3w for no die regions (p = 0%)
0.00564 0.01372 0.00284
Table 6.3: Wafer conductance values corresponding to the parameters in Table 6.2.
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model using the parameters in Table 6.2.
As expected, we see the radially-symmetric etch rate predictions in Figure 6.5. We also see
that the model captures fairly well the global trend in the sense that the 3.6% global pattern
density is predicted to have a center-high ER, while the others are predicted to have an edge-high
ER. To get a quantitative indicator of our model's predictive capacity with these parameters, we
compare the predicted and measured etch rates along the middle section of all four wafers and
show the prediction error in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, respectively. Additionally, Table 6.4
indicates the per-wafer and per-die type RMS error for each of the four wafer patterns.
Wafer Center Etch Rate Predictions after Rough Extraction
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Figure 6.6: ER predictions using parameters from Table 6.2 and data along the middle row of wafer dice.
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Figure 6.7: ER error for the predictions using the parameters in Table 6.2.
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3.6% PD 25.1% PD 46.2% PD 56.8% PD
Errorms (nm/s): LD dice 6.082 7.985 5.835 N/A
Errorms (nm/s): HD dice N/A 13.153 4.148 3.368
Errorms (nm/s): whole wafer 6.082 9.571 4.635 3.368
Table 6.4: Error statistics for the predictions using the parameters in Table 6.2.
Following the discussion in Chapter 5, we proceed to do the fine tuning fitting procedure
without incorporating the spatially-varying conductances. Thus, using a uniform 0B distribution,
we fit a spatially-varying ion-density B distribution using the ER data from all four wafers and
iteratively re-optimize all the other the scalar parameters. The optimized scalar parameters are
shown in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6, and the fitted B distribution is shown in Figure 6.8.
Table 6.5: Optimal scalar parameters obtained with the fitted B distribution.
dw for LD die (p = 14.6%) 5w for HD die (p = 56.8%) dw for no die regions (p = 0%)
0.00581 0.01416 0.00293
Table 6.6: Wafer conductances for fitted parameters with B distribution.
Fitted B Distribution
Wafer location (x axis)
Figure 6.8: Fitted B distribution from fine tuning procedure using data from all four wafers.
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The extracted B distribution shown in Figure 6.8 shows a higher ion density in the center of
the wafer. However, we can see that the fitted values do not form a smooth profile as obtained
for the same dstribution in Chapter 5. This is an artifact of the wafer patterns used to extract the
parameter values, which are non-uniform although spatially-periodic. A more uniform wafer
pattern design might be more suitable for extracting this distribution. Alternatively, the B
distribution might have been extracted using only the data for a single type of die and the
extracted values could have then been interpolated to adjacent dice. In any case, the lack of
smoothness in this distribution shows that the extracted parameter distribution might be
competing with another other parameter, such as the chamber conductances, to fit the model. If
both parameters are highly collinear, for example, the model may have difficulty determining the
extent to which each parameter is responsible for the data observed. This could be a potential
source of error in our model, but will be neglected throughout this work. The predicted ER
distribution obtained with these parameters is shown in Figure 6.9, and we can observe again the
major trends being captured by our model. Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 compare the predicted ER
distribution with the data. We can see from the statistical analysis of the prediction error in Table
6.7, that this new fit reduces the RMS error considerably from our previous rough tuning
prediction. Perhaps not surprisingly, the RMS error in the 3.6% pattern density wafer is reduced
to less than 1% after we fit the ion-related B distribution. This is consistent with the notion that
the etch rate in low pattern density wafers is dominated by ions, as mentioned in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.9: Etch Rate predictions using the parameters from Table 6.5 and Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.10: ER predictions using parameters from Table 6.5 and
Figure 6.8, and data, along the middle row of wafer dice.
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Figure 6.11: ER error for the predictions using the parameters in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.8.
o 3.64% Pattern Density -measured
- - - 3.84% Pattern Density -predicted
o 25.11% Pattern Density -measured
- - - 25.11% Pattern Densty - predicted
o 46.23% Pattern Density - measured
- - - 48.23% Pattern Densky -predicted
0 56.79% Pattern Density - measured
- - - 58.79% Pattern Density - predicted
c0 - ' -
o0
3.6% PD 25.1% PD 46.2% PD 56.8% PD
ErrorRMs (nm/s): LD dice 0.099 7.204 5.249 N/A
Erroraus (nm/s): HD dice N/A 11.186 3.203 2.920
ErrorRMs (nm/s): whole wafer 0.099 8.397 3.828 2.920
Table 6.7: Error statistics for the ER predictions using the parameters in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.8.
6.3. Feature-Level ER Data and Modeling
The feature-level data obtained is the depth of all feature shapes and sizes for all four etching
times measured at three different locations along the middle dice row of the wafer uniformly
patterned with the HD die. The physical location of the three measured dice is shown in Figure
6.12.
Figure 6.12: Location in the wafer where measurements were taken to test the feature-level etch rate model.
The etch depth of all equal sized features within a same die was averaged to reduce possible
microloading and die-level effects. Figure 6.13 shows the average depth of trenches with critical
dimensions of 20 gm, 50 gm, 100 gm, and 200 gm at the three wafer locations as a function of
etching time. As we can see from Figure 6.13, the features reach aspect ratios between 1.5 and
5.5 and ARDE is clearly observable for the higher AR features. Furthermore, we can observe
from Figure 6.13 there is about 8-13gm difference of spatial variation in the average etch depth
of features for the longest etch time.
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Figure 6.13: Average per-die etch depth of 20pm, 50pjm and 100pm trenches for dice in Figure 6.12.
To test the uncoupled, feature-level etch rate model using this data we employed a feed
forward method where we assumed that the values of A, B, and P (above die) obtained at these
three wafer locations from our fitted wafer-level etch rate model, and for this wafer pattern,
would remain time-independent. We then use MATLAB to create a time-step simulation where
the etch rate at the initial time-step,
A
ER (0) =+ B (6.1)P,, (above die)
causes the feature to grow deeper by ER (0) - At. At the beginning of the next time-step, the F
transport probability, KN(1), is calculated using the current feature depth and geometry factor.
The values used for the latter were previously computed and are shown in Table 6.8. The F
partial pressure at the bottom of the feature is then adjusted according to the transport probability
and the etch rate at that time step is estimated by
ER (1) = A+ B. (6.2)KN ()P' n(above die)
This loop continues until we reach the total amount of time-steps corresponding to our desired
etching time.
Trenches Circular Holes Square Holes
20 pm Critical Dimension 0.0787 0.0267 0.0231
50 pm Critical Dimension 0.1526 0.0667 0.0577
100 pm Critical Dimension 0.2412 0.1333 0.1155
200 pm Critical Dimension 0.3634 0.2667 0.2309
Table 6.8: Values of geometry factors, s, used for the features. Values calculated from formula in [23].
Figure 6.13 below shows the feed-forward simulated feature depth predictions for the 400
etching cycles. As we can see, the uncoupled feature-level simulation shows vaguely the etch
rate trend observed in the data. However, it is evident that it fails to simulate feature etch depths
accurately. At this point, we can only speculate whether the prediction error is due to an intrinsic
flaw in the feature-level model formulation or whether it arises from the wafer-level model
decoupling. In the next section, we consider a coupled model to see how much improvement in
prediction arises from bidirectional coupling of feature- and wafer-level models.
Etch Deph Evolution for Dfhrent Trenches
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Figure 6.14: Uncoupled feature-level ER model predictions compared with data.
6.4. Coupled Wafer- and Feature-Level ER Model
We finally find ourselves in a position to test the coupled wafer- and feature-level etch rate
model. As done in the previous section, we create a MATLAB simulation to accomplish this
task. The implemented time-step simulation works using the wafer-level model to determine the
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average F partial pressure above each region in the die. Then, it uses this estimate to compute the
etch rate of every different feature type within each die according to our feature-level etch rate
model. The local, feature-specific etch rates are then employed to calculate the specific change in
depth of the features within a small period of time. The new depths are stored and when the next
time-step iteration begins, these depths are incorporated in the calculation of the wafer-level
wafer conductances, as given by Equation 4.5. The process then repeats until the total specified
amount of etch time is reached. A detailed description of the simulation algorithm and
implementation is given in Appendix C.
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Figure 6.15: Data and coupled feature-level depth predictions for trenches in one wafer.
The simulation results for the three wafer locations used in Section 6.3 are shown in Figure
6.15. Again, we can see that the model captures the general trend for different feature sizes but
the actual depth predictions at the end of the 400 etch cycles exhibit a substantial discrepancy
with the measured depth data. In this case, however, the predicted etch rates are higher than the
measured data, which, assuming the ion-neutral synergy model for etch rate is correct, suggests
that the estimated F flux at the bottom of the features is also being over-estimated. Also,
assuming that our method to relate the flux of radicals at the top and bottom of the features is
valid, one possible explanation for the over-prediction would be the fact that we are not
considering F consumption at the sidewall surfaces. Using the terminology introduced earlier in
Section 5.1, our model presently sets the F etching selectivity between the deposited polymer and
z - - - - - - - - -- _'_ -. .. .........
Si, y, to be zero. However, we know that a significant amount of polymer etching must be
occurring since otherwise the polymer film at the trench sidewall would grow to block the
feature entrance and we would be unable to observe high aspect ratio features altogether. Later in
Chapter 7, we will present some ideas on model improvements that can be used to incorporate
this effect into our model.
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Figure 6.16: Data and coupled feature-level depth predictions for trenches in the 3.6% PD wafer.
To test even further whether the F consumption at the sidewall is the primary reason why our
model fails to predict the feature etch depth accurately, we show in Figure 6.16 simulation
results for the same three die locations but within the 3.6% pattern-density wafer. Here, we also
see that etch rates are being over-estimated by our model. However, the results from this
simulation clearly show that the over-prediction is greater for the smaller-sized features. Once
again, this is consistent with our expectations: the smaller features achieve a higher AR and
therefore the fraction of F consumed by the sidewall, in relation to the total F consumed by the
feature, increases. Thus, this effect seems consistent in several ways with the prediction error in
our model. Another interesting observation from Figure 6.16 is the fact that our model seems to
predict a spatial variation in etch depth that is much greater than the data suggests. For instance,
at the end of 400 etching cycles, the 200 pm trenches at the three different wafer locations have a
total etch depth range of 13 pm while our model estimates this range to be 27 pm (out of an
average etch depth of 340 pm). This discrepancy is probably caused by error in the estimated
parameter values, inability of our model formulation to capture all major effects, or both. Since
............     .. . ........ ...... ................ .
this is one of the major objectives behind our integrated model, a key goal for possible model
improvements should be to fix this prediction deficiency.
Another factor which may account for the discrepancy of average etch depth over-prediction
might be failure of our etch rate data to meet the experimental requirements described in Section
5.1. To get better insight into whether this might be the case, we plot in Figure 6.17 the wafer-
level predictions given by our coupled model, for the 56.8% pattern-density wafer, against the
measured etch rate data and the predictions from the uncoupled wafer-level model of Section 6.2.
As we can see in the figure, the uncoupled wafer-level prediction yields a substantially better fit
to the data. Furthermore, the models suggest that these results are inconsistent with having
gathered poor etch rate data measurement for two reasons. First, both coupled and uncoupled
models predict about the same spatial trend, which suggests that not much average F
concentration changes due to die-to-die interactions occurred. Second, if the etch rate from our
data had not been constant throughout the first 25 cycles and had already experienced gradual
deceleration, we would expect the coupled model to under-predict the etch rate (assuming that
our feature-level model is valid). The reason for this last argument is that the etch depth data
would have then given effective etch rates that are lower than the actual initial etch rate. Thus,
when we calibrated our model we would have set the starting etch rate to be lower than what it
really was.
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Figure 6.17: Data and both uncoupled and coupled wafer-level ER predictions along middle of one wafer.
7. Future model improvements and applications
The coupling mechanism employed in this work to integrate the different scales of our etch
rate model seems well grounded on physical arguments. Thus, future improvements to our model
might focus on level-specific model modifications. In this section we first describe
enhancements to our wafer- and feature-level models, respectively. Then a brief description on
incorporating die-level effects into our model is presented. In the last section of this chapter, we
describe how a successfully-developed version of our model, perhaps arising from the
improvements presented in Sections 7.1-7.3, could be applied in various contexts.
7.1. Wafer-level model improvements
The predictions obtained from the wafer-level model presented thus far are reasonable.
However, when compared to the average per-wafer RMS error obtained in the work of Taylor et
al., we begin to wonder if there are any model modifications that could be done to improve our
model.
There are two types of improvements possible for our wafer-level model. The first of these
involve using the same model formulation presented throughout this work but altering some of
the parameter assumptions. Our findings in Chapter 5 suggest that in order to properly capture
the effect of ion-dominated etching for low pattern density wafers we should use a spatially-
uniform boundary conductance distribution. Since we already assumed a uniform supply of F
radicals to the wafer surface in our model, there is no direct way to capture spatial variation in
the radical concentration arising from specific tool-design properties. A possible way to
overcome this limitation would be to fit the current sources as a spatial distribution Is, instead of
a scalar value Is, although precautions need to be taken to decouple the effects it captures from
those of the fitted boundary conductance distribution. This could potentially account for spatial
variation in the F generation due to tool-specific properties such as the gas showerhead design.
The other type of improvement is based on actual modifications to our formulated F dynamics
model. For instance, an issue in our model regarding wafer-level variation in the radical
concentration is the lack of an explicit mechanism to account for F radical recombination above
the wafer. Our model presumably accounts for this effect with the overall value of the wafer
conductances. However, this inadvertently establishes a pattern-density dependence on the
radical recombination lifetime that might be inaccurate. A possible way to correct this might be
fitting a fixed-valued conductance between all spatial locations above the wafer and ground.
Furthermore, considering the physical picture behind F transport above the wafer, we know from
the diffusion equation that the particle flux due to differential changes in the spatial F
concentration is not constrained along specific directions. Our proposed model, however, limits
F movement across the chamber to a limited number of directions parallel to the wafer surface.
We could improve this limitation by adding chamber conductances between diagonally-adjacent
nodes above the wafer surface in our model, or changing to some other non-rectangular spatial
discretization. A related issue arises from the discretization of continuous variables in our model.
For example, we deal with wafer edge effects by connecting together, through a chamber
conductance, all vertically- or horizontally-adjacent boundary regions. This arrangement creates
a disparity in the way the edge conductances are connected to each other depending on the
specific arrangement of the dice in the wafer. Another modification worth exploring is replacing
the boundary conductance components with current sinks. This alternative formulation would
rely on the premise that the F transport from the wafer edge to the pump is dominated by
convection currents arising from gas flow and pump extraction rates. Finally, it might be
interesting to investigate the extent to which F transport above the wafer is affected by
convection currents. To capture these in our model, we could place controlled current sources
parallel to the wafer surface and pointing in the direction of gas flow.
Besides these fundamental modifications to our model, a valuable addition would be to
explicitly capture the F consumption rate at the emerging feature sidewall and its impact on the
local F concentration dynamics. It is clear that as features get deeper, the portion of radicals that
interact with the sidewall instead of the feature bottoms increases substantially. Therefore, it
becomes more important to quantify the spontaneous reaction rate between F and the deposited
polymer layer. Such amount of F consumed at the sidewall will effectively increase the feature
conductance and could be incorporated by adding a conductance to each grid region,
proportional to the feature sidewall surface area within the region and capturing the effective
polymer etch rate. The value of this conductance, which would represent the reaction rate
between F and the deposited polymer, could be extracted by measuring the changes in etch rate
for very small aspect ratio features. For example, we could perform etches for three different
etch cycles, say 8, 16 and 24, and measure their respective etch rates. Even though the radical
transport probability remains roughly constant for such aspect ratios, the etch rates are expected
to decrease slightly as the sidewall surface area increases because the number of F radicals
available to etch the feature bottoms will effectively decrease by an amount equal to the radicals
etching the sidewall. Assuming the local F concentration stays constant within this small time
period, we can use this information to estimate the net flow of radicals into the sidewall which,
divided by the F partial pressure above the region, yields the sidewall conductance. Another
aspect worth investigating would be spatial and temporal variation of the polymer deposition rate
for the features. Non-uniformity arising from these polymer deposition effects could perhaps be
captured in our model using a spatially- and temporally-varying a parameter.
7.2. Feature-level model improvements
In this work, we mainly focused on predicting wafer-level etch rate variation. We included a
simple feature-level etch rate model to gauge the effects of temporally-evolving feature depths
on the wafer scale etch rate trends. However, we were not particularly aiming to obtain highly-
accurate etch depth predictions for specific features and thus used a simple feature-level model
providing only rough etch rate approximations and neglecting all effects of sidewall etching. Our
results suggest that the error from such an inaccurate feature-level model propagates to the
wafer-level predictions. Thus, in order to obtain an integrated etch rate model capable of
predicting etch depths for any feature in an arbitrarily-patterned wafer, the feature-level model
needs to be thoroughly revised.
The feature-level model presented in Chapter 3 seems to be a viable possibility to achieve this
task. The explicit model formulation is widely available in the literature and its implementation
into Intellisense's RECIPE simulator, for example, has already proven a good feature profile
predictive capability. Of course, incorporating such model will require additional testing and
calibration to determine the specific values for the feature-level model parameters, including the
ion-angle distribution, the polymer etch and deposition rates, and the Si isotropic etch rate.
Nonetheless, that specific feature-level model employs the F concentration in the region above
the feature to determine the extent of radical-induced etching in the ion-neutral synergism model.
Therefore, it can be integrated to our wafer-level model approach in the same way we have
presented here. Furthermore, some of the wafer-scale model improvements, such as the inclusion
of sidewall F consumption, could be nicely integrated with the improved feature-level model.
7.3. Incorporating die-level effects
To the reader, it may seem a bit odd that we have tried to integrate variation effects at the
feature and wafer scales while neglecting effects at the intermediate die scale, which presumably
affects both local and global etch rate trends and acts as a coupling element between effects at
the other two scales. To obtain wafer-level etch rate measurements in this work we amortized
die-level effects by using the average etch rate of all features within a given die. However, the
etch rates measured for a given feature size and shape, at different locations within a die, suggest
location-dependent trends in etch rate variation. Figure 7.1 illustrates the observed within-die
etch depth variation of trenches, in the 56.8% global pattern density wafer etched for 25 cycles,
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Figure 7.1: Within-die etch depth variation of trenches, for dice located at the wafer edge (left) and
wafer center (right), in the 56.8% global pattern density wafer etched for 25 cycles. Each element in
the 9-by-9 arrays shows the measured etch depth of features at a specific position within the die.
These data show the clearly marked wafer-level trend for the high-pattern density wafers
where etch rate is center low due to depletion of the F radical species. Furthermore, the dummy
pattern density increases from left (p = 50%) to right (p = 95%) within each die and we can see
that the average etch rate decreases as we move from left to right. This trend is consistent with
our expectations about higher pattern density regions experiencing lower etch rates and
illustrates the need to include die-scale effects in order to obtain more accurate feature-level
predictions. Although the data presented above suggests that die-scale effects are mostly
determined by the local pattern density distribution, it is important to note that these trends
should be modeled together with wafer-level effects. To show why this is crucial, we present in
Figure 7.2 a similar illustration to that of Figure 7.1, but for the 3.6% global pattern density
wafer etched for 25 cycles. In Figure 7.2 we see that the edge of the wafer experiences a higher
etch rate than the center, and this has already been attributed to ion-limited etching for this low
global wafer pattern density. However, the dummy pattern density increases from left (p =
0.1%) to right (p = 4%) in both dice, yet we see that the average etch rate of features in the edge
die increases from left to right, as pattern density also increases. This suggests that the local
pattern density distribution is not the main source of within-die etch rate variation at this wafer
location. Although more experiments are needed to explain this observation, it seems likely that
this variation effect arises from some wafer-level non-uniformity in the ion density distribution,
F radical concentration, or both.
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Figure 7.2: Within-die etch depth variation of trenches, for dice located at the wafer edge (left) and
wafer center (right), in the 3.6% global pattern density wafer etched for 25 cycles. Each element in
the 9-by-9 arrays shows the measured etch depth of features at a specific position within the die.
We had argued earlier that the wafer pattern used throughout Chapter 6 might not be ideal to
calibrate and test a wafer-level etch rate model due to the large amount of locally-varying pattern
density regions and possible ARDE even for the 25-cycle etches. It turns out, however, that such
complex patterns provide ideal data to test coupled die- and feature-level models. As a result, our
data seems valuable to test an improved version of our model incorporating die-level effects. The
added die-level model could still rely on our diffusion-based modeling approach and use an
increased grid resolution to better capture the within-die spatial variation of F partial pressures.
. .. ........ ... ... .............  - - .... ..................... - .. .......................... ... .............
The global ion density distribution obtained from the wafer-level model can also be interpolated
for different die regions. Correct modeling of these effects would lead to higher prediction
accuracy at all scales, and in the future, could help formulate appropriate design rules regarding
within-die pattern density variation.
7.4. Model Applications
Besides improving etch rate prediction accuracy, it is useful to talk about applications suitable
for a correctly-implemented version of our model. As mentioned in earlier chapters, one long-
term application of modeling variation in DRIE is being able to use the model to characterize
different recipes. Assuming our wafer-level model can be successfully developed to give
accurate etch rate predictions, we could calibrate the model parameters for several processes
employing different recipes. Changes in the fitted parameters for each process can be used to
estimate the impact of process parameter variation on the final etch rate characteristics. For
instance, after changing the DC bias in a series of etches and calibrating the wafer-level model
we could observe how the ion-related B distribution changes as a function of platen power.
Similar experiments could be performed where the effect of coil power or chamber pressure can
be mapped in terms of one or several model parameters. This methodology would allow
engineers to evaluate the effect of process modifications and to estimate optimal conditions for
their specific processing needs, without requiring additional experimental testing or calibration.
Equally important is the explicit use of an integrated etch rate model to develop fabrication
processes for MEMS and IC devices. A currently popular use of DRIE within the MEMS area is
to etch trenches and vias in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate where posterior etching of the
insulator layer releases the microstructures. A successful implementation of our integrated etch
rate model would be useful in this application to determine the minimum etching time needed to
guarantee all vias and trenches reach the insulator layer. Of course, the engineer could
overestimate the optimal etching time in order to meet this requirement, but doing so will
increase production costs and may introduce additional problems due to sidewall notching and
increased undercutting effects. In the IC fabrication domain, there are two main applications
where a fully integrated etch rate model seems to be particularly useful. The first one is in
memory fabrication, where DRIE is currently used to create big capacitor trenches. The other
one is in the emerging use of through-silicon-vias (TSV) to interconnect different dice stacked on
top of each other. Again, these two applications need to satisfy specific etch depth requirements
for the devices to work properly and over-etching can cause serious sidewall anomalies that
degrade device performance.
8. Conclusions
In this thesis we have investigated the performance of an integrated wafer- and feature-level
model for etch rate variability in DRIE, where the main coupling factor is the spatially- and
temporally-varying F radical concentration above the wafer. We have tested each level
independently to assess the predictive capabilities of the uncoupled models. Using our wafer-
level model, the results yield reasonable fits for the low AR regime: we were able to capture the
major spatial etch rate trends with per-wafer RMS etch rate errors in the 1.3 nm/s to 1.9 nm/s
range, or 2.1 % to 8.2 % etch rate error. The fitted wafer-level model shows better predictive
capability for low pattern-density wafers due to the parameter constraints imposed. Despite the
relatively good fits obtained, we think future improvements in the wafer-level model can be
made to achieve overall RMS etch rate errors at or below the benchmark set by the work of
Taylor et al. and obtain fitted parameters that are well-grounded on physical arguments. Since
the highest predicted error arises from the high pattern-density wafers where etch rate is radical-
limited, these improvements should be specifically aimed at improving the predicted F partial
pressure distribution by both modifying the wafer-level model formulation and adding a way to
account for die-scale effects.
The predictions obtained from the uncoupled feature-level model seem to be highly inaccurate
as etch depth varies from being over-predicted to under-predicted for different etch times. This
result is not surprising since we did not attempt to model feature-level effects accurately and
were mostly interested in obtaining rough feature etch depth estimates that could be used to
estimate spatial and temporal etch rate variation at the wafer-level. In the future, a much more
accurate feature-level model needs to be employed to improve the etch rate predictions. Despite
the limitations from our feature-level model, from the coupled model we obtain a slight over-
predictive feature etch depth trend that increases with time. We think this prediction trend can be
correctly compensated in the future by including the effect of F consumed at the feature sidewall
surface. Furthermore, enhancements to our feature-level model should also minimize error
propagation from one level of the model to the other and thus enhance the resulting predictions.
Although the present predictions are not spectacular, the modeling approach seems to be well-
based on physical grounds and capable of providing a fully-integrated etch rate model in the
future. The modifications needed to optimize the model are not trivial, but the work presented
herein sheds light on the right path towards that goal. As new developments in fabrication
technologies continue to drive device miniaturization, to need to satisfy more stringent
requirements for DRIE-fabricated features will become a reality. Hopefully, a fully-developed
integrated etch rate model based on the approach presented here will enable engineers in the
future to successfully meet those requirements without relying on complex design rules or
numerous experimental trials.
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Appendix A: DRIE Fabrication Processes
A.1. DRIE Process Recipe Used in Chapter 5
Deposition Step Etch Step
Gas Flow Rate: C4F8 (SCCM) 40 0
Gas Flow Rate: SF6 (SCCM) 0 105
Gas Flow Rate: Ar (SCCM) 0 0
Gas Flow Rate: 02 (SCCM) 0 0
Chamber Pressure (mTorr) 12 25
Coil Power (W) 600 750
Platen Power (W) 60 100
Step Time (s) 14 11
Table A.1: MIT69A recipe and process parameters used in the DRIE experiments of Chapter 5.
A.2. DRIE Process Recipe Used in Chapter 6
Deposition Step Etch A Step Etch B Step
Gas Flow Rate: C4F8 (SCCM) 150 0 0
Gas Flow Rate: SF6 (SCCM) 0 250 450
Gas Flow Rate: Ar (SCCM) 30 30 30
Gas Flow Rate: 02 (SCCM) 0 0 0
Chamber Pressure (mTorr) 25 40 60
Coil Power (W) 2000 2000 2500
DC Bias (V) 10 600 10
Step Time (s) 2.0 1.8 2.0
Table A.2: Rhino recipe and process parameters used in the DRIE experiments of Chapter 6. There are two
consecutive etching steps; Etch A is ion-driven (anisotropic), while Etch B is radical-driven (isotropic).
Appendix B: Mask Description
This appendix contains a detailed description of the mask pattern used to generate the DRIE
experiments used in Chapter 6. The first section contains an overview of the whole mask pattern
and the dice contained therein. Section 6.2 describes the dummy features included onto each die
to alter their overall pattern density. Finally, Section 6.3 describes the regions containing all
features under test for the different dice.
B.1. Mask Layout Overview
The dimensions of the mask are 20.4 mm x 20.4 mm. It is divided into four 10 mm x 10 mm
dice, each located in a different quadrant and separated by a 0.4 mm-wide cross. Each die has
two regions: the dummy fill, and the active test pattern. In turn, each of these regions has two
possible variations (four possible combinations in total, explained below) and each die in the
mask corresponds to a unique combination of these. This information and the actual combination
corresponding to each die are shown in Figure B. 1. The average pattern density - defined here as
the percentage of the substrate surface that will be exposed during DRIE within a specified area
- in each die is summarized in Table B. 1.
20.4 mm
low density high density
small features small features
high density low density
large features large features
H0.4 mm
Figure B.1: Overall mask layout.
Die Description Average Pattern Density
Low Density, Small Features 8.34 %
Low Density, Large Features 17.32 %
High Density, Small Features 74.55 %
High Density, Large Features 67.58 %
Table B.1: Average pattern density in each die.
B.2. Dummy Fill Regions
The dummy fill consists of ten 1 mm wide x 10 mm tall vertical stripes arranged horizontally
to form the basic structure of the 10 mm x 10 mm square die, as shown in Figure B.2. Each of
these vertical stripes has a uniform pattern density, and a die-level background pattern density
gradient can be established by varying the density of adjacent vertical stripes. The dummy fill
comes in two different flavors: low density and high density.
10 mm
1 mm
Figure B.2: Dimensions and layout of the dummy fill.
The first type is low density dummy fill (LDDF). The density within the LDDF increases
gradually from 0.1% to 2% in the left-half of the die, and then remains constant at 4%
throughout the right-half. More specifically, the first 5 vertical stripes (from the left) of the
LDDF form the pattern density sequence 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2%, and the last five
vertical stripes correspond to a 4% density pattern, as shown in Figure 3. The LDDF is achieved
by etching a periodic array of square holes with a pitch of 0.25 mm. This is also shown in Figure
B.3, where the dark regions correspond to the exposed surfaces during etching. The sizes of the
squares in each vertical stripe for the LDDF are shown in Table B.2.







Table B.2: Squares used to create LDDF.
1MM10 mm
Figure B.3: Base of LDDF.
The second type is high density dummy fill (HDDF). The density within the HDDF increases
linearly from 50% to 90% in the left-half of the die, and then remains constant at 95%
throughout the right-half. More specifically, the first 5 vertical stripes (from the left) of the
HDDF form the pattern density sequence 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%, and the last five
vertical stripes correspond to a 95% density pattern, as shown in Figure B.4. The HDDF is
achieved by etching a periodic array of square posts with a pitch of 0.125 mm. This is also
shown in Figure B.4, where the dark region corresponds to the exposed surface during etching.
The sizes of the square posts in each vertical stripe for the HDDF are shown in Table B.3.







Table B.3: Squares used to create HDDF.
10mm I MM
Figure B.4: Base of HDDF.
Note that the main difference between the LDDF and the HDDF is that the former is achieved
by etching holes, while the latter is achieved by etching posts. To create the posts in the HDDF
vertical stripes, appropriate arrays of rectangles with dimensions as shown in Table B.4 were
initially made within each stripe. This created vertical stripes where the surface encompassed by
the rectangular array established a pattern density of 1 - a, with a being the pattern density
sought for each particular stripe. Then, the topological complement of the surface encompassed
by the rectangular array was obtained. This method substituted holes for posts, and established a
pattern density of 1 - (1 - a) = a within the stripe. A visual example of the topological
complement mechanism is presented in Figure B.5.
b)
Figure B.5: Topological complement example: a) original pattern, and b) topological inverse of the original
pattern. In both cases, the dark region corresponds to etched region.
After the dummy fill is created, the places where the active test patterns will lie are cut into
the dummy fill. The resulting structure of the dummy fill will depend on the layout of the active
test pattern, as shown in Figure B.6 and Figure B.7, where the dark areas correspond to the active
test pattern sites. For large feature sizes (20 tm through 500 gm) the dummy fill will end up
having nine 2 mm x 2 mm squares with a period of 3 mm and centered at the middle of the die,
as shown on Figure 6. For small feature sizes (0.5 gm through 10 gm) the dummy fill will end
up having sixteen 1 mm x 1 mm squares with a period of 2 mm and centered at the middle of the
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Figure B.6: Layout of large feature active test pattern region and dummy fill.
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Figure B.7: Layout of small feature active test pattern region and dummy fill.
Also shown in the last figures, but barely visible, are the "die-saw alignment" and ID marks
included within the dummy fill regions. The "die-saw alignment" marks provide an easy way to
align and cut the wafer after the etching is made. This could be useful if, for example, we wanted
to examine the two-dimensional profile of the etched trenches using a SEM. The small feature
dice have seven, evenly spaced, 10 ptm-wide tick marks on each side of each square in the active
test pattern region; that is, each of the 16 squares has a total of 28 marks along its perimeter.
These seven marks begin 10 ptm away from the side of the square and have a pitch of 125 pim.
Their lengths form the sequence (1) 50 pLm, (2) 100 pm, (3) 50 pm, (4) 150 pm, (5) 50 pm, (6)
100 pm, and (7) 50 pm, where (1) and (7) are the closest to the vertices of the square, and (4) is
in the middle, aligned with the midpoint of the side of the square. For the large feature dice, all
tick marks are 150 pim long, 10 pm wide and 10 pm away from the side of the squares. Each of
the nine 2 mm x 2 mm squares in the active test pattern area contains 16 evenly spaced marks
along its perimeter with a pitch of 500 pm. Meanwhile, the ID marks are included because they
might be useful as location references while gathering measurements. They are placed between
each adjacent (but not diagonal) active test pattern squares in both dies. A letter ("A", "B", "C",
or "D") identifies the columns in the dice, with "A" corresponding to the leftmost column and
"D" to rightmost column (note that for the large feature LDDF we only have "A", "B", and "C".)
The rows are identified by the text "D5", "D10", "D15", "D40", "D45", "D80", or "D85", again
placed between each adjacent, but not diagonal, square. The "D" is for density, and the number
next to it is the pattern density inside the active test pattern regions in that row. For example, the
text "D10" appears between the squares in the first row of the large feature dice; the text "D40"
appears between the squares in the second row of the large feature dice; the text "D80" appears
between the squares in the third row of the large feature dice; the text "D5" appears between the
squares in the first row of the small feature dice, and so on. Figure B.8 and Figure B.9 show
examples of how the "die-saw alignment" and ID marks would look like, respectively. Figure
B.8 shows these marks along with the four active test pattern regions in the fourth quadrant of a
small feature die. Similarly, Figure B.9 shows the marks in a large feature die, along with all







Figure B.8: "Die-saw alignment" and ED marks in the fourth quadrant of a small feature die.
D10 D1 0 Dl 0 D10
A B C
D40 D40 D40 D40
A B C
D8O 5 D80 5 D80 5 DSO
A B C
Figure B.9: "Die-saw alignment" and ID marks in a large feature die.
B.3. Active Test Pattern Regions
The active test pattern regions contain the objects that we want to etch into the Si and then
measure, namely, circular posts and holes, square posts and holes, and vertical and horizontal
trenches, all of varying feature sizes and densities. The feature size always determines the length
of the side of the squares, the diameter of the circles, and the width of the trenches. Meanwhile,
density variations are achieved by packing these shapes closer or farther apart, i.e. by reducing
the feature to feature spacing. As mentioned at the end of the last section, there are two different
layouts for the active test pattern regions, one for large feature sizes and another for small feature
sizes.
B.3.1. Large Feature Sizes
The layout for the large feature sizes contains nine, 2 mm x 2 mm squares with a period of 3
mm and centered at the middle of the die, as shown on Figure B. 10. All squares in the same row
have the same density, while density increases as we move from top to bottom in each column.
More specifically, each square in the top row has a 10% pattern density, each square in the
second row has a 40% pattern density, and each square in the third row has an 80% pattern
density.
10 % density row *- * *(7) (5) (3)
40 % (4) (6) (8)
M-E- density - E
row (3)E
80 %density row ) (1)UMEU (2)
FH I- H-HI I1 mm 2mm 1 mm 0.5 mm
increasing dummy density
Figure B.10: Large feature test pattern region and its area subdivisions.
For the first two rows of the active test pattern region (10% density and 40% density rows),
each individual 2 mm x 2 mm square contains circular holes, square holes, and vertical trenches,
all of a particular density but with various feature sizes (20 tpm, 50 ptm, 100 pm and 500 pLm). As
shown in Figure 10, and summarized in Table B.4, each 2 mm x 2 mm square is divided into
eight areas: (1) a 2 mm x 0.5 mm rectangle for the 200 tm vertical trenches, (2) a 2 mm x 0.5
mm rectangle containing 200 pm square and circular holes, (3) a 1 mm x 0.5 mm rectangle for
the 100 pm vertical trenches, (4) a 1 mm x 0.5 mm rectangle containing 100 pm square and
circular holes, (5) a 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm square with 50 pm vertical trenches, (6) a 0.5 mm x 0.5
mm square with 50 tm square and circular holes, (7) a 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm square with 20 pm
vertical trenches, and (8) a 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm square with 20 pm square and circular holes. The
location of each of these areas is the same within each square, but the actual arrangement of
circles and squares within that area is different for the various densities. Note that the density of
each of these areas within a given square is the same, and it is equal to the density of the square
as a whole. Also, square and circular holes for each feature size are mixed within the same area.
10mm 2mm
Area Dimensions (w x h) Shape(s) Feature Size
(1) 2 mm x 0.5 mm Vertical Trenches 200 pm
(2) 2 mm x 0.5 mm Square & Circular Holes 200 ptm
(3) 1 mm x 0.5 mm Vertical Trenches 100 pm
(4) 1 mm x 0.5 mm Square & Circular Holes 100 Pm
(5) 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm Vertical Trenches 50 pim
(6) 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm Square & Circular Holes 50 pm
(7) 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm Vertical Trenches 20 pm
(8) 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm Square & Circular Holes 20 im
Table B.4: Description of the area subdivisions for the large feature test pattern region.
The last row of the large feature active test pattern region has an 80% pattern density. For
such a high density, etching holes would require feature to feature spacing to be very small for
most feature sizes, and impossible for others (i.e. circles). Hence, the pattern for this last row was
modified to include posts instead of holes. To accomplish this, a 20% pattern density, 2 mm x 2
mm square was created with similar properties to those in the 10% and 40% pattern density
rows. That is, this 20% pattern density square had the properties described by Figure B.9 and
Table B.4. Then, its topological complement was generated, as described earlier in Figure B.5,
resulting in a region with the desired 80% pattern density, but with posts instead of holes.
B. 3.2. Small Feature Sizes
The layout for the small feature sizes contains 16, 1 mm x 1 mm squares with a period of 2
mm and centered at the middle of the die, as shown on Figure B. 11. All squares in the same row
have the same density, while density increases as we move from top to bottom in each column.
More specifically, each square in the top row has a 5% pattern density, each square in the second
row has a 15% pattern density, each square in the third row has a 45% pattern density, and each
square in the fourth row has an 85% pattern density.
10 mm
5 % density row
45 % density row
85 % density row
1.5 mm 1 mm 1 mm
increasing dummy density
1 mm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
(11) (12) (13) (14) (15)
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Figure B.11: Small feature test pattern region and its area subdivisions.
In the first two rows of active test pattern regions (5% density and 15% density rows), the
etched features in each individual 1 mm x 1 mm square include circular holes, square holes, and
vertical trenches, all with the particular density corresponding to that row but with various
feature sizes (0.5 pim, 0.8 pim, 1 jim, 1.67 pim, 2 im, 3.33 pm, 5 pim, and 10 pLm). As shown in
Figure B. 11, and summarized in Table B.5, each of these 1 mm x 1 mm squares is divided into
25, evenly-spaced, 200 pm x 200 pm areas. Moreover, 24 out of the 25 areas in each square have
a unique shape-feature size combination (recall that possible shapes are circular holes, square
holes or vertical trenches, and possible feature sizes are 0.5 pm, 0.8 pm, 1 pm, 1.67 pm, 2 pm,
3.33 jim, 5 pm, or 10 pm.) The remaining area contains 2 pm-wide horizontal trenches, which
are included here to determine ion directionality during the etching process. (The ion
directionality, in turn, would give us information about the electric field created by the machine
to pull the ions towards the wafer.) Just like in the large features layout, each of these areas
contains shapes of only one feature size, and within the same 1 mm x 1 mm square each area will
have the same local density, which will equal the density of the square as a whole. However, in
contrast with the large features layout, each of these 25 areas will contain only one shape. The
location of each of these areas is the same for each square. The actual arrangement of individual
circles and squares within a 200 jim x 200 jim area forms a rectangular array whose number of
rows and columns varies with its corresponding density.
Area Feature Size (pm) Shape
(1) 3.33 Circular Holes
(2) 0.8 Square Holes
(3) 5 Square Holes
(4) 2 Circular Holes
(5) 10 Square Holes
(6) 1.67 Vertical Trenches
(7) 3.33 Vertical Trenches
(8) 0.5 Vertical Trenches
(9) 5 Vertical Trenches
(10) 1 Vertical Trenches
(11) 2 Square Holes
(12) 1 Circular Holes
(13) 1.67 Square Holes
(14) 10 Circular Holes
(15) 1 Square Holes
(16) 10 Vertical Trenches
(17) 0.8 Vertical Trenches
(18) 2 Vertical Trenches
(19) 0.5 Circular Holes
(20) 2 Horizontal Trenches
(21) 0.8 Circular Holes
(22) 3.33 Square Holes
(23) 5 Circular Holes
(24) 0.5 Square Holes
(25) 1.67 Circular Holes
Table B.5: Description of the area subdivisions for the small feature test pattern region.
The third row of the small feature active test pattern region has a 45% pattern density. The
design of these regions is very similar to that of the first two rows: each square is divided into 25,
evenly-spaced, 200 ptm x 200 ptm areas, each containing only one feature size and shape and
with a 45% pattern density. However, due to the relatively high density, the areas with very
small feature sizes ended up having a feature to feature spacing under 0.5 pm. For that reason, it
was determined that the seven problematic regions be replaced with horizontal trenches of
various feature sizes, as described in Table B.6. This implies that for the 45% pattern density row
there will be almost no of information about small features, but there will be more information
about ion directionality. Furthermore, after these changes were implemented, area (21) and area
(22) were swapped so that fewer vertical die-saw cuts would be needed.
Problematic Area Size and Shape - 15% density Size and Shape - 45% density
(2) 0.8-gm Square Holes 0.5-pm Horizontal Trenches
(12) 1-pm Circular Holes 0.8-pm Horizontal Trenches
(15) 1-pm Square Holes 1.67-pm Horizontal Trenches
(19) 0.5-pm Circular Holes 10-gm Horizontal Trenches
(21)* 0.8-pm Circular Holes 3.33-pm Horizontal Trenches
(24) 0.5-pm Square Holes 5-gm Horizontal Trenches
(25) 1.67-pm Circular Holes 1-pm Horizontal Trenches
*After this area was replaced with horizontal trenches, it was swapped with area (22)
Table B.6: 200 pm x 200 pm areas in the 45 % density row that are different from those in the layout for the
5% and 15% density regions in the top two rows.
Finally, the last row of the small feature active test pattern region corresponds to an 85%
pattern density. The etched pattern here is similarly to the case of 80% pattern density in the
large feature regions; each 1 mm x 1 mm square in this row is exactly the topological
complement of any of those in the 15% pattern density row, as already explained in Figure B.5.
In this case, however, an additional 15% pattern density square was not created, as it was already
available from the second row of the small feature active test pattern region.
Appendix C: Simulation of the Coupled Etch Rate Model
C.1. Simulation Overview
The simulation of the coupled etch rate model for high aspect ratio features allows the radical
transport probability, KN, to vary according to the feature profile evolution. It uses our calibrated
wafer-level etch rate model parameters and specific information about the wafer pattern to
estimate the ER for all features in the wafer. It structured within an iterative, time-stepped
algorithm that allows us to estimate the change in profile depth of the features after small time
intervals and update this information at the end of each loop. Figure C.1 shows the basic
structure of the simulator, which begins with an initialization step and then executes a two-step
simulation loop that estimates the etch rate of the features and then updates their respective etch
depths on each iteration.
Process Pattern
Inputs Inputs
Simulation Step 1: Find
Initialization Step i actual F pressure distribution No
Total number of Yes F(t) pressure distribution
cycles reached? Final feature depths
Simulation Step 2: Find ER
of feat., update their depths
Figure C.1: Schematic of the algorithm used for the coupled model simulation.
C.2. Simulation Inputs
Before describing the algorithm used for the simulation, we need to describe the inputs it
requires. Table C.1 presents the different inputs used, along with a description of what they are
and how they are obtained, and a description of the type of input that the MATLAB simulator
code requires. In Table 6.1 we can also see that each input falls into one of two possible groups.
Inputs that are mask-pattern related, such as DIE MAP and NSPACING, fall into the pattern
category, while the others representing tool or recipe properties are grouped under the process
category.
Input Name Structure Category Description
DIEMAP Matrix, N-by-N Pattern Die distribution across wafer grid locations
DIE i Matrix, k-by-3 Pattern Feature info. about mask pattern
N_SPACING Scalar Pattern Spatial pitch between dice on wafer
TIMESTEP Scalar Process Time resolution for the simulation
CYCLE_TIME Scalar Process Time steps equaling process etch time
ALPHA Scalar Process ER model param: F-Si reaction rate
BETA Scalar Process ER model param: F mask: Si selectivity
A Scalar Process ER model parameter
B Vector, 118-by-i Process ER model param: Ion-related etching
R_CHAM Scalar Process ER model param: F lateral diffusivity
RBOUND Vector, 36-by-1 Process ER model param: F diff. edge to pump
I_S Vector, 154-by-i Process ER model param: F generation rate
Table C.1: Description of the simulation inputs.
The process inputs, as the name suggests, depend on the tool and recipe used. The vast
majority of these inputs correspond to physical quantities captured by our ER model parameters
and are obtained by the data-fitting procedure described in Chapter 5. The remaining ones, such
as TIMESTEP and CYCLETIME are variable process parameters that correspond to the
specific etching process performed.
Inputs within the pattern category are all completely determined from the wafer layout. For
instance, if the etched pattern consisted of a single die, which we call Die 1, uniformly
distributed across the whole wafer, the DIE MAP input would be a matrix having a "1" entry at
each spatial grid location corresponding to the wafer and a "0" corresponding to regions that are
outside the wafer area. A die-sized area in the wafer having no features at all (i.e. no open area)
is also treated as a die. This array acts as a map between spatial grid wafer locations and actual
die patterns. The pattern parameter NSPACING corresponds to the pitch of the dice in the
wafer pattern. Perhaps the most important and intricate set of inputs are the ones called DIE i's
(DIE_1, DIE_2, etc) which capture all the information about features in die i. We certainly
know that a two-dimensional image of the die mask captures all the necessary information about
the features it contains. A digitized bit-map matrix representing open and mask areas in the die
seems to be ideal for this task. Unfortunately, the large range of possible feature sizes in a single
die would require employing a very large matrix to attain a reasonable degree of image
resolution. Furthermore, small and complex feature shapes would almost certainly be poorly
represented.
In this work we use an abstraction scheme to get all the necessary feature information from
each die and be able to estimate the wafer conductance. The scheme is based on the assumption
that the F partial pressure is uniform in the region above each die and that features are uniformly
distributed throughout the region. Assuming these conditions are true, we ignore die-level
effects. In the actual implementation, we create a k-by-3 matrix for each die in the wafer, where
each of the k rows stores the information for a specific combination of feature shape and size.
The entries on each of the three columns give feature-specific information: the first column has
the geometry factor, e, specified by Equation 4.8 and Equation 4.10, the second column stores
the current feature depth, and the last column gives the total wafer surface area occupied by that
type of feature (a given combination of size and shape) in the die. The sum of all the elements in
the third column of a given matrix corresponds to the total open area in that die.
For the coupled model testing in this thesis, we use three different dice: the LD die, the HD
die, and a die without any features. The actual geometry factors used for the features within these
dice were not explicitly evaluated using the integral form in Equation 4.10. For all trenches and
holes we used the closed-form formulas obtained from the literature [23]. For the more complex
feature shapes, like the 80% pattern-density active area regions and the dummy features in the
HD die, we approximated the geometry factors using simpler geometries that resembled the
original pattern and still represented the same amount of die open area. The geometry factors
employed and total area covered by each are shown in Table C.2, Table C.3, and Table C.4 for
the HD die, LD die, and die without features, respectively.
Feature-type description Geometry Total die area of Method of calculation
factor, F (mm) feature-type (mm 2 ) (Exact / Approximation)
20 pm circular holes 0.026666 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
50 gm circular holes 0.066666 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
100 pm circular holes 0.133333 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
200 pm circular holes 0.266666 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
20 ptm square holes 0.023090 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
50 pim square holes 0.057725 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
100 pim square holes 0.115450 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
200 im square holes 0.230900 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
20 pim trenches 0.078700 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
50 pm trenches 0.152605 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
100 pim trenches 0.241191 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
200 jim trenches 0.363385 1.5 Exact formula from [23].
80% PD active area 2.065232 9.6 Approx. as square hole.
50% PD dummy region 0.084977 0.036 Approx. as trench.
50% PD dummy region 0.145372 3.927 Approx. as trench.
50% PD dummy region 0.227594 0.352 Approx. as trench.
50% PD dummy region 0.126254 0.036 Approx. as trench.
60% PD dummy region 0.103010 0.276 Approx. as trench.
60% PD dummy region 0.118800 0.644 Approx. as trench.
60% PD dummy region 0.174738 4.080 Approx. as trench.
60% PD dummy region 0.206020 1 Approx. as trench.
70% PD dummy region 0.075044 4.200 Approx. as square hole.
80% PD dummy region 0.079663 8 Approx. as square hole.
90% PD dummy region 1.125673 3.6 Approx. as square hole.
95% PD dummy region 1.598864 3.8 Approx. as square hole.
95% PD dummy region 2.251347 7.6 Approx. as trench.
95% PD dummy region 2.975805 19 Approx. as trench.
Table C.2: Geometry factors used for HD die in the coupled model simulation.
Feature-type description Geometry Total die area of Method of calculation
factor, E (mm) feature-type (mm2) (Exact / Approximation)
20 pm circular holes 0.026666 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
50 pm circular holes 0.066666 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
100 pim circular holes 0.133333 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
200 im circular holes 0.266666 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
20 n square holes 0.023090 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
50 pm square holes 0.057725 0.1875 Exact formula from [23].
100 ptm square holes 0.115450 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
200 pm square holes 0.230900 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
20 pm trenches 0.078700 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
50 pm trenches 0.152605 0.375 Exact formula from [23].
100 pim trenches 0.241191 0.75 Exact formula from [23].
200 pim trenches 0.363385 1.5 Exact formula from [23].
80% PD active area 2.065232 9.6 Approx. as square hole.
0.1% PD dummy region 0.009120 0.01 Exact formula from [23].
0.25% PD dummy region 0.014431 0.01 Exact formula from [23].
0.5% PD dummy region 0.020434 0.02 Exact formula from [23].
1% PD dummy region 0.028862 0.1 Exact formula from [23].
2% PD dummy region 0.040869 0.08 Exact formula from [23].
4% PD dummy region 0.057725 1.28 Exact formula from [23].
Table C.3: Geometry factors used for LD die in the coupled model simulation.
Feature-type description Geometry Total die area of Method of calculation
factor, E (mm) feature-type (mm2) (Exact / Approximation)
Imaginary feature 0 0 Exact
Table C.4: Geometry factors used for die without features in the coupled model simulation. Since the
simulation requires a matrix for all dice, we included one with an imaginary feature having zero open area.
C.3. Algorithm Implementation and Simulation Outputs
The etching simulation was implemented as a MATLAB function. In this section we describe
how each step of the algorithm in Figure C. 1 was implemented, and the final outputs obtained.
During the Initialization Step, for each die in the wafer, a copy of the corresponding DIE i
matrix input having the features in that region is created and stored to keep track of the evolving
profiles. Thus, a matrix is created for each spatial grid location above the wafer where each row
in those matrices contains the geometry factor, the total surface area, and the current depth
(which is set to zero at this point) for each different combination of feature size and shape
present in the die. The DIEMAP input is used to tell which of the DIE i matrices will be
assigned to each wafer location and to determine the variable N, which gives the total number of
dice along the middle region of a wafer and is used for matrix indexing and accessing purposes.
In this step we also define a series of spatial maps that are used internally to ease matrix
accessing throughout the code.
During the Initialization Step, we created a matrix for each die in the wafer, which we call
VECi, containing the feature information before the etching begins. Step 1 in the simulation
loop determines the P distribution at that time instant. To do so, we use Equation 4.5 and
Equation 4.8, with the entries in the VEC i matrices and the inputs ALPHA, BETA, and
N_SPACING, to calculate the wafer conductance for each spatial grid location in the wafer.
After all die conductances have been computed, we use those values with the simulation inputs
IS, R_CHAM, and RBOUND to solve our F dynamics model network analogue and estimate
the F radical partial pressure distribution above each die in the wafer. The P distribution for this
time-step is stored in the three-dimensional output array FPRESSURE.
In Step 2 of the simulation loop we compute the ER prediction for each different type of
feature within all dice using Equation 4.2, Equations 4.6-4.8, the entries in the VEC -i matrices,
the radical partial pressure distribution from Step 1, and the simulation inputs A and B. Then,
the ER predictions are multiplied by the T IME_STEP input to estimate the change in depth of
all features within that time step. Finally, the feature depth information in all VEC i matrices is
updated, and the algorithm repeats again from Step 1 unless the total time specified by the
CYCLETIME input has been reached.
The final output of the simulation is the estimated time-evolving F pressure distribution above
each die, sampled at each time step and contained within the FPRESSURE variable, and the
VEC i matrices containing the feature depth information for each feature type in every die.
